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Dear Alumni/ae and Friends:
In this issue of Medicine at Michigan, I have the
pleasure of introducing you to Shannon Sullivan,
a 27-year-old from Grosse Pointe who is one of
165 new physicians in the Medical School’s Class
of 2001.
Shannon and I have a lot in common. Both of us
were born and raised in the Detroit area, and we
received our M.D. degrees from the U-M Medical Shannon Sullivan and Dean Allen Lichter
School. Our backgrounds diverge in undergraduate training; while my pre-med years were also at Michigan, Shannon has an undergraduate
degree from Princeton University and a Master’s Degree in Public Health from the U-M’s combined M.D./M.P.H. program.
I completed my residency in radiation oncology at the University of California in San Francisco.
This June, Shannon is headed to UCSF, too, for her residency in pediatrics. She’s planning a
career in public service as a children’s health advocate.
But our experiences differ markedly when it comes to student indebtedness. When I graduated
from the U-M Medical School in 1972, my in-state tuition was $1,260 per year and I didn’t owe
one dime. Upon her graduation on June 8, 2001, Shannon’s in-state tuition was $18,574 per
year and she will leave Ann Arbor owing more than $156,000.
Unfortunately, Shannon has a lot of company. Eighty-five percent of the students in this year’s
graduating class had to borrow money — on average, about $104,000 — to pay for medical
school tuition and living expenses. In fact, when the Class of 2001 walked across the stage in
Hill Auditorium on commencement day, they owed collectively more than $15 million.
Shannon knows that the rewards of a career in pediatrics and public policy will not be measured
in dollars. With interest on her loans now accruing at the rate of $1,000 per month, she expects
to be making payments for most of her life. She tells me she refuses to allow concerns about
paying off debt dictate her choices in life. I admire her altruism, but wonder if she fully appreciates how difficult it will be to repay these loans.
In the early 1970s, my salary as a University of California-San Francisco house officer was
about $14,000 and I lived very comfortably. Beginning house officer salaries at UCSF are now ➤
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Letter from the Dean (continued)
$36,000. Shannon is already trying to figure out how to make
monthly loan payments of $913.55, while paying for rent, food,
taxes and basic expenses in one of the most expensive cities in
the United States.
The heavy debt burden faced by medical students like Shannon is
a nationwide problem, but it is a particularly serious issue for
us in the U-M Medical
School, because we compete for the best students
with schools that provide
more scholarship support. Every year we lose
promising students to
medical schools with
larger endowments offering more generous financial assistance.

For this reason, scholarships have become a top fund-raising priority. This year, for the first time in its 151-year history, the
Medical School offered 20 new, full- or part-tuition Dean’s
Scholarships to some of our most sought-after applicants. So
far, 10 have accepted our offer and will begin their medical
educations at the University of Michigan in August.
My dream is to build a permanent endowment that will allow
us to provide scholarship support to all of our students.
Many U-M alumni/ae, friends
and patients already have made
generous contributions to our
scholarship programs. But to
increase our ability to offer
substantive scholarships to
more students, I will need
your help. You’ll be hearing more from us about scholarship
endowment funding in the near future. Please give it some serious thought and respond as generously as you can.

My dream is to build a
permanent endowment that
will allow us to provide
scholarship support to all of
our students.

Our emphasis has always been on admitting a diverse student
body, and we actively recruit non-traditional students. (See our
cover story on page 20.) Like Shannon, many of our students
have additional postgraduate degrees or are committed to
careers in public or community service. Many are older with
families to support, or come from less privileged backgrounds.
The most promising future physicians often are the same students
who are most likely to incur major debt, unless they receive
significant scholarship support.
Ann Arbor’s high cost of living pushes the total cost of a U-M
M.D. degree up to $35,000 per year for a first-year, in-state
student and $50,000 per year for a fourth-year, out-of-state
student. When we compared the average debt incurred by our
Class of 2000 with debt loads from the top 20 medical schools
in the country, U-M ranked sixth in average student debt, and
our students owed more than graduates of many prestigious,
high-cost, private medical schools — including Duke, Stanford,
Johns Hopkins and Harvard. Unless we increase our ability to
provide financial support for U-M medical students, many of
our best and brightest applicants will go elsewhere.
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We cannot continue to ignore the long-term consequences, to
our profession and to our country, of escalating medical student
debt. It scares away some of the best and brightest students
from entering the field of medicine, and it can unfairly hold
sway on the career choices of our graduates. I hope we can
join together as alumni/ae of the great University of Michigan
Medical School and help the next generation of physicians
begin their careers filled with the excitement of being a physician,
not overwhelmed by the prospects of years of indebtedness.
Sincerely,

Allen S. Lichter, M.D.
Dean

“What I love
about a charitable
gift annuity
is that once you reach 80 years of age, the government
allows a 9.2 percent annual return on your gift,” says
Margaret Waid (M.D. 1948), 82, who last year set up
a $100,000 charitable gift annuity to support education
and research in neuropathology in the University of
Michigan Medical School, the
first-ever charitable gift annuity
at the University of Michigan.

Since the death of her husband, Margaret Waid has
chosen to live near a niece in Fort Pierce, Florida.
Having been married to a statistician for many years,
she is cognizant of the fact that actuarial statistics
suggest she should live no more than 8.5 more years.
But she likes the idea of keeping both
the Medical School and her undergraduate alma mater, Kalamazoo
College, where she also set up a
charitable gift annuity, waiting as
long as possible for her gifts to
become available to them. “If I live to
be 100, I’ll get my picture on a
Smucker’s jam jar,” she laughs.

Waid, who grew up as a
minister’s daughter in Parma, a
small town near Jackson, says
she is especially grateful for the
laboratory experience in
neuropathology she received
while a student in the Medical
A charitable gift annuity, created
School, where she cut and
with a cash gift or marketable
stained brains for three years as
securities, to benefit the University
a tissue technician to earn extra
of Michigan Medical School can be
money. She developed her
set up with a minimum gift of
interest in pathology during
$10,000 by anyone aged 50 or more.
World War II while working at
Such a gift provides an immediate
an Army hospital at Fort Custer
income tax deduction and capital
in Battle Creek, where she
Margaret Waid at her home in Fort Pierce,
gains tax savings and provides
Florida
helped with autopsies. Several of
guaranteed quarterly payments for
the soldiers with whom she
life for one or two people (both must
worked talked about going to medical school, and
be over 50) at an annual rate of return of 5.6 percent
Margaret Waid decided she’d do the same. After
or more, depending on the age of the annuitant(s).
graduating from Michigan, she did her internship
✦ ✦ ✦ ✦
and residency with forensic pathologist Harrison
Martland, M.D., who had established a national
For more information about establishing a charitable
reputation for his work at Newark (New Jersey) City
gift annuity to benefit the University of Michigan
Hospital on radium poisoning. Many women who
Medical School, please call the University of Michigan
painted radium dials for airplane controls in the war
Office of Medical Development and Alumni Relayears died of osteogenic sarcoma of the jaw as a
tions at (734) 998-7705 and ask to speak with Ann
result of their exposure to radium. Waid’s varied
Braun. You may also want to request a copy of Ways
career included blood bank inspection in Florida and
of Giving, a brochure which provides a range of gift
Indiana, as well as heading a medical technology
opportunities to benefit the Medical School now and
program at Florida International University. She and
in the future.
her husband, medical statistician Robert Hoffmann,
who died in 1992, published together on statistical
methods of quality control in clinical chemistry.
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Research Holds Promise
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I read with much interest your report of research on
bipolar disorder (Winter 2001), and I wanted to
express my deep appreciation for the efforts of the
scientists involved. My son was diagnosed with
bipolar disorder about two years before he committed
suicide at the age of 21. I feel that there is still a great
stigma related to mental illness, and obtaining treatment is burdened with so many obstacles that victims
and their families often do not seek or benefit from
treatment.
I hope that someday the findings
of dedicated scientists such as
Dr. Jon-Kar Zubieta and his
colleagues at the University of
Michigan will enlighten all of us,
and create a better life for those
afflicted with mental illness. I am
a nurse in an emergency department in Arizona (my husband
did his pediatric residency at Jon-Kar Zubieta
U-M), and besides my own sad
experience, I see daily the devastation that this disorder places upon so many people.
Good luck in your future research.
Valinda Walter
Tempe, Arizona
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Contributions Overlooked
Thank you for the article highlighting our research
on the health care experiences of African Americans
in Southeast Michigan (Winter 2001). Unfortunately,
it failed to recognize the contributions of George
Myers, Ph.D., program manager of the Survey
Research Center at U-M’s Institute for Social Research,
who served as project coordinator and research
investigator.

to the
Dr. Myers helped establish the support of the African
American community in Detroit and collected and
organized all of the oral histories, with the help of

ers

Letters to the Editor

Ron Amos
and other
members of
our research
team; our
project
would not
have been
possible
without him.
I also want to recognize the essential contributions
of the 41 individuals who contributed their personal
stories, making our collection one of the largest of
its kind in the world. Many of your readers may
recognize the eight narrators who are graduates of the
University of Michigan, including five graduates of
the Medical School. Our Web site (http://
www.med.umich.edu/haahc) includes biographies,
brief audio clips from the oral histories, a bibliography, and pictures of the 18 black hospitals in
Detroit that made it the “Black Hospital Capital” in
the middle of the 20th century.
This research is an excellent example of what can be
accomplished when the University and the community work together. We hope that it will serve as a model
for other University-community collaborations.
Norman L. Foster, M. D.
Professor of Neurology

“I thought I had done
an excellent job...”
I recently read “How It Was Then” (Fall 2000) and it
reminded me of an episode I had as a freshman
student with Professor Bradley Patten during the
1950-51 school year.

I was crushed and a bit irate. I bravely told my buddies that I was going to approach “Bradley” to see if
he wouldn’t reconsider or at least explain my poor
mark. They warned me against doing it, but I
wouldn’t listen. I knocked on his office door and with
much trepidation walked in. He said, “What can I
do for you, son?” I showed him my blue book and
asked him whether or not he had mistakenly given
me a 6  . He looked it over, leaned back in his
chair, seemed to inflate his
body and said: “Son,
when I marked this
exam, I must have just
finished a delicious
dinner with a fine glass
of wine. Because if I
wasn’t in such a good
mood, you never would
have gotten a 6   — it
would have probably been
a 4 or 5. So, if I were you,
son, I’d take this blue book
and leave this room as
quickly as possible.”
That was the first and last time I ever questioned a
grade.
Fred Horwitz (M.D. 1957)
Ellenville, New York

Zina, not Abraham
While I was delighted to read your account of the
Medical School’s Sesquicentennial’s grand finale
celebration (“Sesqui-Finale,” Winter 2001), there was
a glaring error I feel compelled to correct with great
haste.
The article graciously mentioned the lecture I gave
on the history of the University of Michigan Medical
School but erroneously adduced its title, “An Example
Worthy of Imitation,” to the famous [Abraham]
Flexner Report on Medical Education of 1910. The
quote was actually from a report by Dr. Zina Pitcher
to the U-M Board of Regents dated January 9, 1848,
urging them to establish a first-rate medical school
that would be “an example worthy of imitation.”
Indeed, this touches on the main point of why ➤

Editor
Professor Patten was a very proud man who was
world-renowned at the time for his definitive work,
The Embryology of the Pig. He taught histology as
well as embryology, and most of us medical students
were rather cowed by this imposing man. He threw
a quiz one day asking us to draw and delineate the
histology and growth changes of an extremity bone (I
believe it was the humerus). Even though I wasn’t
much of an artist, I thought I had done an excellent
job in my drawing and labeling. To my amazement,
I got the blue book back a few days later with a 6  ,
the best score being 10.
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Letters
Michigan is a great medical school —
more than half a century before national
reforms in medical education were developed, quality medical education was of
critical importance to the
founders and faculty of our
medical school.
I only regret I did not bring
along a test question or two
with me to the Sesquicentennial Celebration to ensure
the quote’s author, Dr. Pitcher,
stayed correctly in your
reporter’s memory. I can, of
course, recommend some
excellent reading materials if
you need a refresher course!

Zina Pitcher

Howard Markel, M.D., Ph.D.
(M.D. 1984)
George E. Wantz Professor of the
History of Medicine
Director, Historical Center for
the Health Sciences

A Factual Error
I read with interest the excellent Winter
2001 issue of Medicine at Michigan. I am
delighted with this high-quality publication and look forward to being able to
contribute to subsequent issues.
I would like to correct, however, a factual
error in the Medical Center Alumni Society Hall of Honor. John Floyd Holt, M.D.,
died in 1996 rather than 1991 as listed on
page 27.
N. Reed Dunnick, M.D.
Professor and Chair,
Department of Radiology
Ann Arbor

Huggins and Nesbit Were
Contemporaries

Dr. Reed Nesbit, they being contemporaries and roommates. While Dr. Huggins
held Dr. Nesbit in great esteem and
friendship, the urologist who trained
them both was probably
Edward Cathcart (M.D.
1921), who later went into
practice in Detroit at
Harper Hospital.

Just below the paragraph
about Dr. Huggins there is
one about Dr. Edgar Kahn
who also was a contemporary of Dr. Huggins. Dr.
Horace Davenport, in his
book University of Michigan
Surgeons, describes these
two aspiring surgeons operating on a dog as things were turning into
disaster, commiserating that they would
never be surgeons. How wrong they were!
Jack D. McCarthy, M.D.
(Residency 1959)
Albuquerque, New Mexico
[Thanks to the astute observations of our readers, the
MCAS Hall of Honor, from which the Medicine at
Michigan text was derived, is being corrected.]

–––––––––––––––––

What a Great Privilege
It Was
In the Winter 2001 edition of Medicine at
Michigan, the Medical Center Alumni
Society Hall of Honor helped me realize
what a great privilege it was to be a student at the University from 1946-50. I was
a student of 32 of the 76 members listed.
What a powerful statement about the
teachers of that era! Most, if not all of
them, were nationally recognized as leaders in their respective fields. What an
honor it is to have known these great
people of medicine.

asked me to do was drive an automobile,
loaded with everything imaginable, to
Boston where his son, Thomas Huckle
Weller, was a researcher and eventually a
recipient of a Nobel Prize in medicine.
Dr. Weller kept after me with my grades
and made me apply for scholarships. Little
did I know at that time that he was on the
scholarship committee. Without those
scholarships, it would have been impossible for me to continue at Michigan.
The University of Michigan School of
Medicine has been, is, and hopefully always
will be one of the top schools in the country. I am proud to be an alumnus.
John H. Varney
(M.D. 1950)
Middletown, Ohio

A Paradigm Shift
I have a different interpretation than Dr.
Hamburger (Letters, Winter 2001) about
your choice to publish the experience
reported by Harry J. Schmidt, M.D., in
“How It Was Then” (Fall 2000).
My belief is that to publish both Dr.
Schmidt’s and Dr. Hamburger’s observations indicates openness and an obvious
paradigm shift to what I consider better
now than it was in the 1950s. Arbitrary
discrimination at Michigan may not have
passed completely, but it is obviously
diminished if it is clearly recognized and
reported.
Open discourse on this subject is refreshing. Had you failed to publish either submission, an opportunity for amelioration
would have been lost.
Edward N. Willey
(M.D. 1958, Residency 1963)
St. Petersburg, Florida m

the Editor
The commendable Winter 2001 issue of
Medicine at Michigan made a mistake
regarding the surgical trainee of Drs.
Cabot and Coller, Charles B. Huggins. Dr.
Huggins did not train in urology under
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One of these men, Carl V. Weller, M.D.,
was my mentor. He made it possible for
me to stay at the University through his
generosity. I worked at his home for two
years or more. I was gardener, houseman,
chauffeur and anything else he and his
wife wished me to be. The last thing he

Now
Available
On-line!
For the convenience of our readers, Medicine at Michigan
is now available on the World Wide Web at:

http://www.med.umich.edu/magazine/
Electronic access to the publication makes it possible for
readers of Medicine at Michigan to explore links to related
sites within the University of Michigan Health System and
beyond — thus providing more detailed or expansive information when desired — to retrieve the contents of past
issues, to easily print copies of desired articles, and to
allow colleagues and friends around the world to easily and
quickly avail themselves of material of interest. The editor
welcomes all suggestions regarding ways to make the Web
version of Medicine at Michigan as useful as possible.

The Millennium Fund
Alumni Helping Students in the
University of Michigan Medical School

Your support means a lot to the next great generation of Michigan doctors and medical scientists. Your
scholarship gift to the new Millennium Fund in the Medical School will help ease the heavy financial
burdens faced by today’s students and help ensure that Michigan continues to turn out generations of
outstanding clinicians, researchers and teachers. For more information on scholarship giving opportunities, call (734) 998-7705 and ask Denise Harrington for a copy of “Ways of Giving.” If you would like to
make a gift to the Millennium Fund, send your check, made out to the University of Michigan Medical
School, to Sandi Kline, Medical Development and Alumni Relations, 301 E. Liberty, Suite 300, Ann Arbor,
MI 48104-2251.
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Above the Huron
Medicine Made to Match your
Genetic Profile
ou say the antibiotic that cured
your best friend’s bladder infection made you break out in a fullbody rash? And the hormone
therapy they used to shrink your
father’s prostate cancer made it
grow instead? And the only drug
that ever helped your irritable
bowel syndrome was just taken off
the market, because five people
died from its side effects?
Don’t blame the drug, says Wendell
Weber, M.D., Ph.D., a medical
geneticist at the University of Michigan Medical School. The real problem is likely to be your genes.
Wendell Weber
“Physicians and patients understand that genes influence health and disease, but
most don’t realize the harmful effects pharmaceutical drugs can have on genetically susceptible people,”
explains Weber, a U-M professor emeritus of pharmacology. “Genetic diversity is a major contributor
to variations in human drug response.”
A pioneer in the field of pharmacogenetics and
author of a definitive book by the same name, Weber
has devoted his career to studying how small genetic
mutations called polymorphisms can lead to big
differences in how people respond to drugs or envi-

Photo: Martin Vloet

Y

ronmental chemicals. The same
drug that helps one individual may
have no effect on, or even harm,
someone else.

The polymorphisms Weber studies
can be as small as a one-for-one
substitution of amino acids in a
gene made up of
thousands of amino
acids. Like other
genetic mutations,
they are inherited
and can involve
single or multiple
genes. Polymorphisms are associated with type
one diabetes,
a serious
heart condition
called long
QT syndrome, susceptibility to asthma, a bleeding disorder called
thrombophilia, and an inability to metabolize common drugs like codeine, beta-blockers and antidepressants, which can result in dangerous overdoses.
As the Human Genome Project nears completion, pharmacogenetics is getting a lot of attention, because it
could make it possible for physicians to prescribe
safer and more effective drugs and therapies tailored
to each patient’s unique genetic code.
—Sally Pobojewski

For more information on Weber and his work, visit www.med.umich.edu/pharm/weber.html
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Kellogg Eye Center Faculty
Member Heads
National Eye Institute

L

eading U-M ophthalmolo- Sieving will oversee a budget
gist Paul A. Sieving, M.D., of $510.6 million, a staff of 300
Ph.D., was named director of scientists and administrators,
the National Eye Institute, the and approximately 1,600 research
arm of the National
grants and training
Institutes of Health
awards made to scienthat funds and overtists at more than 250
sees much of the
institutions across the
nation’s eye research
country and around
and education. Sievthe world.
ing, the Paul R.
“Dr. Sieving joins a
Lichter Professor of
distinguished list of
Ophthalmic Genetics
U-M faculty in leadPaul
A.
Sieving
and director of the
ership roles in the
Center for Retinal and Macular
NIH,”
says
Allen S. Lichter,
Degeneration in the DepartM.D.,
dean
of
the U-M Mediment of Ophthalmology and
cal
School.
“We
are proud that
Visual Sciences at U-M, joined
our
faculty
are
serving the
NEI in the spring.
nation and the world in these
As the NEI’s second director, important posts.”

U-M Medical
School Ranks
9th in Nation
Three U-M Medical
Specialties also Get
Top 10 Status

T

he University of Michigan Medical School is one of the 10 best
research-oriented medical schools in
the country, according to the annual “Best Graduate Schools” rankings
announced in the April 9, 2001, issue of U.S. News & World Report.

U-M tied with Stanford University for the #9 ranking among the nation’s
125 accredited medical schools, an increase from last year’s 12th place
finish. It is one of only two medical schools affiliated with public universities to place in the Top 10. U-M also ranked in the Top 10 for three
medical specialties – geriatrics (7), internal medicine (7) and family
medicine (8).
“It’s gratifying to be recognized by our peers as one of the finest medical schools in the U.S.,” says U-M Medical School Dean Allen S. Lichter,
M.D. “We have a 151-year tradition of providing our students with the
highest-quality medical education in all areas, and we’re particularly
proud of the talented, dedicated research and teaching faculty who
make our success possible.”
— Sally Pobojewski

Treating the
Whole Person:
UMHS, Washtenaw County launch nation’s
first program linking mental and physical
health for Medicaid, indigent patients

I

n a pioneering effort to bridge the gap between
mental and physical health care for Medicaid
recipients and indigent patients, the University of
Michigan Health System and the Washtenaw County
Board of Commissioners have launched a new program that may become a model for the state and the
nation.
The $50-million program, called the Washtenaw
Community Health Organization, aims to streamline care for thousands of local residents through
improved coordination. It
brings together the Health
The $50-million program,
System’s medical and psycalled the Washtenaw
chiatric services, and the
Community Health Orgamental health and subnization, aims to streamstance abuse services provided by Washtenaw Comline care for thousands
munity Mental Health.
of local residents through

improved coordination.

“The program will make it
easier to find the best ways
to improve care while containing costs,” says Tom
Carli, (M.D. 1972, Residency 1973), the new
program’s medical director and a U-M clinical associate professor of psychiatry. “We’ll be able to look
at how well certain therapies
work, examine connections
between mental and physical
conditions, and determine
which diseases and disorders
have the highest treatment
costs and opportunities for
better management.”
“This initiative addresses an
immediate, dire need for better and more seamless care for
those who often fall between Tom Carli
the cracks in the public health care system,” says
Gilbert S. Omenn, M.D., Ph.D., U-M executive vice
president for medical affairs and CEO of the Health
System.
The new program is designed to overcome the “disconnect” between mental and physical health care
providers. It will make it easier and more cost-effective
for persons with a mental illness, an addiction or a
developmental disability to receive primary and specialty care for their medical problems at U-M facilities.
— Kara Gavin

For additional information about the U-M Medical School, visit:
www.med.umich.edu/medschool/aboutms.html

For the complete text of this article, go to
www.med.umich.edu/opm/newspage/WCHO.htm
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(Left) Carly Knazze is a U-M sophomore and member of the women’s track team.
Record-breaking runners like Knazze have a secret weapon — high levels of a
protein called parvalbumin in their skeletal muscle.

one day using parvalbumin
therapy to treat progressive
heart failure in humans,” says
Metzger.
“In a healthy heart all cells
work together like an
orchestra with one conductor,”
Metzger says. “In a heart with
diastolic dysfunction, the cells
relax too slowly, so the heart
pumps inefficiently and body tissues are starved for oxygen.”

Photo : Martin Vloet

The gene for parvalbumin is
found in every cell in the body,
but it is not naturally activated
or expressed in heart muscle
cells. To test the protein’s abil-

The U-M study was funded with grants from
the American Heart Association, the National
Institutes of Health, the Culpepper Foundation
and the U-M Center for Integrative Genomics. The
U-M has applied for a patent on the technology.
Michael Szatkowski, M.D., a senior research
fellow in the U-M Medical School and a neonatology fellow at Thomas Jefferson University
in Philadelphia, is first author on the paper.
Other U-M collaborators include Margaret V.
Westfall, assistant professor of physiology and
surgery; Carly A. Gomez, M.D., clinical assistant
professor of pediatrics and communicable dis-

The Heart Promise of Parvalbumin
T

he same protein that helped Maurice
Greene become the “world’s fastest man”
at the 2000 Summer Olympic Games could one
day help millions of Americans who suffer from
a common type of progressive heart failure,
according to scientists at the University of
Michigan Medical School.

Photo : D.C. Goings

many new adenoviral-related vectors in development, however, which could be just as effective
without provoking an immune response.”

The protein, parvalbumin, helps skeletal
muscle fibers in the arms and legs contract and
relax rapidly and efficiently. Olympic sprinters
have high levels
of parvalbumin
in their skeletal
muscle, which
helps explain why
they can run
faster than the
rest of us, according to Joseph M.
Metzger, Ph.D.,
associate professor of physiology
and of internal
Joseph M. Metzger
medicine.
Parvalbumin
works like a sponge helping skeletal muscle
cells relax faster by soaking up calcium ions.
In a study published in the January 15, 2001,
issue of the Journal of Clinical Investigation,
Metzger and a team of U-M researchers show
for the first time that parvalbumin also can
improve heart function in laboratory rats —
restoring normal relaxation rates in hearts with
a condition that mimics the abnormally slow cardiac relaxation common in human heart failure.
”Our findings raise the intriguing possibility of
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ity to relax cardiac muscle, U-M researchers used
a common adenovirus to deliver human
parvalbumin genetic material into heart cells of
laboratory rats used in the study.
“This was a proof-of-principle, short-term
study,” Metzger says. “Since adenoviral vectors elicit an immune response after about six
days in animals, they aren’t suitable for this
application in humans where parvalbumin must
be expressed for long periods of time. There are

eases; Philip A. Wahr, Ph.D., assistant research
scientist; research fellow Daniel E. Michele
(Ph.D. 2000); graduate student Christiana
DelloRusso; and research associates Immanuel
I. Turner, Katie E. Hong and Faris P. Albayya.
— Sally Pobojewski
Read the full text of this article at
www.med.umich.edu/opm/newspage/
parva.htm

U-M Celebrates Start of New Life
T

he countdown has begun for completion in 2003 of the University
of Michigan’s Life Sciences Institute. Hundreds of U-M faculty, students, staff and guests attended an official kickoff ceremony on April
11 for construction of the $96-million new research and education
facility. The Institute is part of the U-M’s Life Sciences Initiative,
launched in 1999 as an effort to coordinate and expand teaching and
research in the life sciences across campus.
“The Life Sciences Institute
will be an intellectual and
physical bridge between the
medical complex and main
campus,” says Jack E. Dixon,
co-director of the Institute
and the Minor J. Coon Professor of Biological Chemistry in the U-M Medical School.
“It is an opportunity to bring
together scientists from different disciplines, give under-
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Cell Biologist and Insulin Expert Joins
U-M Life Sciences Institute
betes,” says Jack Dixon, Ph.D., co-director of
the Life Sciences Institute and the Medical
School’s Minor J. Coon Professor of Biological Chemistry.

Photo : D.C. Goings

T

here are about 14 million adults living
with Type 2 diabetes in the U.S. today
who have a vested interest in research
at the University of Michigan’s new Life Sciences
Institute. These are people at risk for kidney
failure, blindness, heart disease, amputations
and death — all caused by their inability to
produce enough insulin or use it properly.

In addition to his Institute appointment,
which was approved by the U-M Board of
Regents on March 15, Saltiel also was named a
professor of internal medicine in the medical genetics division and a professor of physiology in the U-M Medical School.

“Insulin is the most important hormone in
the human body,” says Alan R. Saltiel, Ph.D., a
cell biologist and the first faculty member
appointed to the U-M Life Sciences Institute.
“Scientists have been studying insulin for almost
80 years, but we still don’t completely understand how it works. Increased understanding
is the first step to more effective treatments
for diabetes.”
Saltiel specializes in the field of signal trans- Alan R. Saltiel
duction – the study of how hormones relay
their messages within cells. Working with a team of research
associates, he recently discovered a series of critical insulin signaling events that take place inside specialized compartments
called caveolae in cell membranes.
“Almost every step in insulin’s signaling pathway appears to take
place in a separate compartment,” says Saltiel. “Right now, we
are studying a group of unique scaffolding proteins involved in
this process. Some serve as transport vehicles carrying proteins
and enzymes to different caveolae; some grab two proteins and
bring them together.”
“Alan is a world class scientist who has made major contributions to our understanding of the molecular pathogenesis of dia-

“Alan’s reputation as a research scientist will
enhance the strong reputation of our medical genetics division,” says David Ginsburg,
M.D., the Warner-Lambert/Parke-Davis Professor of Medicine, who is a Howard Hughes
Medical Institute investigator and a professor
of internal medicine
and of human genetics in the Medical
School. “Alan’s work is integrated with
“Alan’s work is
many other U-M researchers, so he will
integrated with
serve as a bridge connecting us to other
many other U-M
disciplines. It’s a win-win situation for
everyone.”
researchers, so
Scheduled for completion in 2003, the
Life Sciences Institute is a new research
complex that will serve as a hub for crossdisciplinary research and teaching in the
life sciences. Part of the U-M’s Life Sciences Initiative, the Institute was established with an endowment of $130 million and will include up to 30
new faculty members.

Sciences Institute

he will serve as a
bridge connecting
us to other disciplines. It’s a winwin situation for
everyone.”
–David Ginsberg, M.D.

Joining the U-M Life Sciences
Institute is a “unique and special opportunity,” says Saltiel. “I
look forward to a high standard
of scientific excellence in the Institute and to exciting
collaborations with U-M faculty in other disciplines.”

graduate students their first research
experience, and provide graduate students with the skills they need for
productive careers.”
Research at the Institute will focus
on cell signaling in biology and
human disease, according to Scott D.
Emr, professor of cellular and Scott Emr and Jack Dixon
molecular medicine in the Medical
School of the University of California-San Diego, who will become
co-director with Dixon in July 2002. Many diseases, including cancer and diabetes, are related to defects in cell signaling.
— Sally Pobojewski
For the full article, go to www.lifesciences.umich.edu/news/
featurestory.html#home
One of the panels of life sciences artwork displayed along the perimeter of
the Life Sciences Institute construction site, created by students at
Ypsilanti High School as part of the Health Occupations Partners in
Education (HOPE) program. Photos by Bill Wood.

Previously, Saltiel was distinguished research fellow and
senior director of the Department of Cell Biology at
the Parke-Davis Pharmaceutical Research Division of
Warner-Lambert Company – now part of Pfizer Global
R&D. Before moving to Ann Arbor to join Parke-Davis
in 1990, he was an assistant professor at Rockefeller
University. He also worked as a postdoctoral research
scientist at Wellcome Research Laboratories and taught
at Cornell University’s School of Medicine. Saltiel
graduated from Duke University in 1975 and received
his Ph.D. in biochemistry from the University of North
Carolina in 1980.
—Sally Pobojewski
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Kellogg Microarray
Accelerates Genetic
Research at U-M

I

f all our cells contain the same genetic material,
how does each group of cells know what its job is and
how to carry it out successfully? The answer lies in differential expression. Studying this aspect of DNA recently got
a big boost when the Kellogg Eye Center became one of
the first departments in the country to be granted funding
from the National Eye Institute to create a Gene Microarray
Facility.
Gene microarray, also known as DNA chip technology,
allows researchers to study thousands of DNA segments
at once, looking for changes in the usual genetic sequence.
The Gene Microarray Facility will ultimately assist researchers who study not only vision, but also hearing, taste and
smell. U-M scientists plan to use the microarray on a variety of projects, including macular degeneration, cataract
formation, eye development, retinal regeneration, glaucoma, inner ear development and deafness.
The microarray research project team includes Anand
Swaroop, Ph.D., project director; Julia Richards, Ph.D.,
associate director; Mohammad Othman, Ph.D., project manager; and research staff Rafal Farjo, Shigeo Yoshida, M.D.,
Ph.D.; Jindan Yu and Yuhong Zhang.

—Randall Wallach

Thomas Chenevert, Alnawaz Rehemtullah and Brian Ross

Technology for
Tomorrow’s Medicine:
TRACKING TUMOR RESPONSE WITH DIFFUSION MRI

S

cientists at the U-M Comprehensive Cancer Center are testing the ability of
diffusion magnetic resonance imaging to detect the earliest signs of a cancerous tumor’s response to treatment. Although the technology is commonly
used to diagnose strokes, U-M researchers are the first to report its successful
use in cancer treatment.
By analyzing diffusion MRI images, physicians
may be able to assess the effectiveness of therapy
without having to wait weeks or months until
changes in tumor size become visible — according to Brian Ross, M.D., associate professor of
radiological sciences and biological chemistry and
co-director of the Health System’s Center for
Molecular Imaging.
“One of the biggest problems in dealing with many
solid cancers is measuring their response to treatment in a timely way,” says Ross. “Even though
chemotherapy and radiation kill tumor cells immediately, it can be weeks before the body absorbs
enough dead cells to produce a change in tumor
size that is visible on a conventional MRI scan.”

By analyzing diffusion MRI images,
physicians may be
able to assess the
effectiveness of
therapy without
having to wait
weeks or months
until changes in
tumor size become
visible.

Diffusion MRI uses a strong magnetic field to align
in the same direction molecules of water in the
body — like a magnet aligns iron filings on a plate.
A computer tracks the direction and speed of these water molecules as they
move through and between cells, and then assembles the data into images
reflecting differences in water diffusion through body tissues. Healthy cells have
unbroken outer membranes that slow water’s movement, but membranes around
dying or dead cells break down, allowing water to diffuse freely and quickly.
Ross and U-M colleagues Thomas Chenevert, Ph.D., and Alnawaz Rehemtullah,
Ph.D., published preliminary findings of studies with animals and two human
patients in the December 20, 2000, issue of the Journal of the National Cancer
Institute. They presented additional data at the American Association for Cancer Research meeting in March 2000. Planning is underway for a multi-center
clinical trial to begin late in 2001.
Anand Swaroop

The research was sponsored in part by the Charles A. Dana Foundation, the
National Cancer Institute and the U-M Clinical Research Partnership Fund.

—Kara Gavin
For the full text of this story, go to www.med.umich.edu/opm/newspage/
diffmri.htm
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Medical School Establishes Three
New Departments
Neurosurgery, Orthopaedic Surgery and Urology Gain New Status July 1

T

he University of Michigan regents
recently approved the establishment of three new departments —
Neurosurgery, Orthopaedic Surgery and
Urology — at the University of Michigan
Medical School. The departments, all currently sections in the Department of Surgery, will become independent on July 1.
All three clinical programs are ranked
among the top 25 in the nation by U.S.
News & World Report magazine.
“These three disciplines have matured
into unique areas of clinical, academic
and scientific activity, and, like many
medical schools around the nation, we
have decided to recognize them as such,”
says Dean Allen Lichter, M.D. “Their new
status will enable both staff and students
to grow further in their academic careers,
and will help the University attract the
best faculty and trainees from around the
country.”
On a national level, all three disciplines
have been recognized as distinct from
other areas of surgery and medicine by
the American Board of Medical Specialties and the Accreditation Council on
Graduate Medical Education.
Established as a section in 1920, Neurosurgery provides a broad range of adult
and pediatric neurosurgical care, and
helps advance the field through research
and education. The section’s 14 faculty
offer specialized expertise in brain tumors,
cerebrovascular diseases and disorders
such as aneurysms, degenerative disc disease, epilepsy, head and spinal cord injury,
movement disorders, peripheral nerve
disorders, pituitary disorders and spinal
disease.

Fourteen physicians are currently training
in the seven-year neurosurgery residency
program, which dates to 1926 and is recognized as one of the best in the nation.
Julian Hoff, M.D., Richard C. Schneider
Professor of Neurosurgery and current
section head, will chair the Department
of Neurosurgery.
Orthopaedic Surgery, founded in 1930,
has seen tremendous growth in the past
two decades, tripling its faculty to 20 surgeons and three research faculty. Together,
the section’s staff saw 48,000 outpatients
last year and performed more than 4,000
operations on adults and children. More
than 40 percent of U-M’s serious trauma
patients require orthopaedic care.
Clinical care includes advanced
aapproaches
p p r o a c h e s to
bone
soft soft
tisbone and
and
sue
tissuecancers,concancers, congenital anomalies,
f r a c tu
t ur e ss,, j o i n t
implantation,
metabolic disorders, reconstructtive
i ve pproblems,
roblems,
spine disorders,
sports medicine
and
and trauma.
trauma.

Hoff
Thirty orthopaedic surgery residents are
currently training at the U-M and affiliated sites, in a five-year program founded
in the 1930s. Robert Hensinger, (M.D.
1964, Residency 1974), is the current section head and future chair of the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery.
Urology’s history at U-M dates to the
arrival of its first faculty member in 1920.
It became a section of Surgery in 1930.
Eighteen urologists, scientists and other
physicians form the faculty today, offering specialized care in bladder function
and incontinence, prosthetic devices,
male impotence and infertility, prostate
hyperplasia, urinary stones, and cancers
of the prostate, bladder, kidneys and testes.

The section has special expertise in microsurgery and houses the Center for Minimally Invasive Surgery, specializing in
laparoscopic and endoscopic procedures,
and also provides specialized pediatric
urology care to young patients from a
wide region.
Fifteen residents are currently training for
careers in urology through the section’s
six-year program, which gives trainees
experience in patient care and research at
several hospitals. Current Section Head
James Montie (M.D. 1971), Vallasis Professor of Urologic Oncology, is the future
Department of Urology chair.
—Kara Gavin

Hensinger

Montie

“These three disciplines
have matured into unique
areas of clinical, academic
and scientific activity...”
–Dean Allen S. Lichter

For further information on these departments, visit the following Web sites:
www.med.umich.edu/surg/ortho/
www.med.umich.edu/surg/neuro/
www.urology.med.umich.edu/
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Dynamic Leader, Oncologist
and Research Pioneer:

Internal Medicine’s New Department Chair

M

arc E. Lippman, M.D., former director of the Lombardi Cancer
Research Center in Washington, D.C., is the new chair of
the Medical School’s Department of Internal Medicine and
the John G. Searle Professor of Medicine.
While directing the Lombardi Cancer Research Center, Lippman also
chaired the Department of Oncology at the Georgetown University
Medical Center and was a professor of medicine and chief of the
Hematology-Oncology Division at Georgetown Medical School.

“Marc is a dynamic leader and a wonderful collaborator,” says Allen
S. Lichter, M.D., dean of the U-M Medical School. “He is a clear and
concise thinker who can envision where research directions are heading. He creates an environment that makes you want to achieve.”
Lippman has close, longstanding ties with faculty and administrators at
the Medical School. Before moving to Georgetown Medical School,
he directed the Medical Breast Cancer Section at the National Cancer
Institute — one of the National Institutes of Health — where he
collaborated on breast cancer clinical trials with Lichter and taught
Max Wicha, M.D., the director of U-M’s Comprehensive Cancer Center.
“He was my attending physician when I was an oncology fellow at
NIH,” says Wicha. “Now the two of us will be seeing patients in
clinic one morning each week. It’s ironic how we started our careers
at NIH together, and now here we are together again at Michigan.”
Lippman’s groundbreaking research established the critical role of
growth factors in the biochemical pathways that regulate tissue and
blood vessel growth in breast tumors. In addition to his administrative and clinical duties, Lippman plans to continue his research at U-M.
Lippman graduated from Cornell University in 1964, earned his medical degree from Yale University in 1968 and completed his residency
at Johns Hopkins Hospital in 1970.
A gourmet chef, scuba diver, underwater photographer and life-long
resident of New York City and Washington D.C., Lippman, in a recent
interview, discussed with Sally Pobojewski, science editor for Medicine
at Michigan, his plans for the Internal Medicine Department and new
developments in cancer research.

What attracted
you to the
U-M Medical
School?
This school has
an extraordinary
scientific infrastructure – not
just in the basic
sciences, but also
in public health,
epidemiology and
health sciences
research. In my
previous job running a cancer
center, I spent
much time dealing with scientists
in other fields.
What I found —
which was inspirational and very exciting to me — is that
the technologies used to investigate disease and conduct
research on issues related to cell death, cell motility and
angiogenesis are essentially the same. I was struck by what
fun it is to link across disciplines. Working at a place like
Michigan, with its broad expertise and established infrastructure in chemistry, structural biology, proteomics and
other disciplines, will enhance my own personal areas of
interest.
What is your top priority as department chair?
This is a wonderful department with extraordinary talent
whose people need to be reinvested with a sense of mission.
My first task is to provide leadership and help the Department of Internal Medicine rediscover itself as an exciting
venture in basic and clinical research.
Do you plan to emphasize clinical trials at the
Medical School?
I have expertise in translational research – rapidly moving
discoveries from laboratory bench to clinic, so I’d like to
play a role in that here. There has been less of an emphasis
here on formal clinical trials, but that is not true just at
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that they don’t: Number one, we treat the poor. Number
two, we train physicians, and that is intrinsically less efficient.
Number three, we regard it as our mission to do research.
Our primary goal is not to be a clinical care facility. There
is no reason for the U-M to maintain this multi-milliondollar enterprise if our sole goal is to care for the sick. We
are an academic center and our goal is to train the next
generation of physicians, scientists and health care workers.
There are many more economic pressures on academic
medical centers than there used to be, and many medical
centers and hospitals have gone under. I use
the metaphor of sliding down a roof. Some of
us started higher up,
and for some, the slope
is less steep, but we are
all in the wrong position. Financially, we
walk a razor edge that
requires extreme dexterity, graceful stewardship and some degree
of outside assistance
from philanthropy or
business contacts.

Michigan. The
NIH has been
slow to fund this area, and since much of the funding has
come from for-profit groups or drug companies, it has not
been quite as prestigious. But there’s a critical need for
clinical trials to verify the science and make it useful for
human beings.
How do you feel about technology transfer –
moving academic research into the private
commercial sector?
I’m very enthusiastic about enhancing that activity here.
It’s certainly true that, with a few exceptions, academic
institutions have not received maximum value from their
intellectual property. One of the things I’d like to contribute to here is how to deal with our intellectual property in
a thoughtful fashion that is beneficial to the institution and
to individual investigators’ research initiatives.
Not everyone wants to start a company, and that’s fine. But
if you are an investigator in my department, I have an
important responsibility to be sure the investment we made
in your research is protected. The idea is not to turn scientists
into little businessmen or commercializers, but to provide
the right kind of contacts, business sense and commercial
guidance, so the institution benefits.

What is the most exciting development
in cancer research in the past five years?
The single most important development in cancer research
has been a series of clinical trials using agents that directly
target the oncogenic causes of cancer and seeing those
therapies work. I could name eight to 10 clinical activities
— recently approved or about to be approved — which
are changing the face of cancer treatment.

Internal Medicine
is the Medical
School’s largest
department. The
Department’s 368
faculty members
brought in $73
million in research
funding last year
– in addition to
teaching medical
students, directing
house officers and
providing clinical
care for patients
in the U-M Health
System.

Many people think of cancer as a label applied to a cell of
origin, like breast cancer or prostate cancer. What we increasingly appreciate is that, whatever the tissue of origin, there are
a limited number of molecular pathways involved in cancer’s
development that have no relationship to the cell of origin.
Cancer is not a single disease and it has a multiplicity of
causes. Understanding the causes of disease almost inevitably results in improved treatment. We are seeing that in
cancer at astounding rates today.
Fifteen years ago, testicular cancer was 98 percent lethal.
Now it is 96 percent curable. Mortality rates for breast cancer are plummeting. When I entered the field 31 years ago,
one of every two women diagnosed with breast cancer died of
the disease. Now the mortality rate is 19 percent. That’s
unbelievably gratifying.
—Sally Pobojewski

What do you see in the future for academic
medical centers?
It is very difficult for an academic medical center to compete solely on an economic basis with a community hospital, because of several distinct missions we need to fulfill
Medicine at Michigan 15
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U-M Neurosurgeon Urges Women to Protect their
Children by Taking Folic Acid
Photo : Lin Goings

Fast Facts about
Folic Acid

F

olic acid is a common B vitamin
found naturally in grains, fruits,
leafy green vegetables and beans. It is
also available in synthetic form in
vitamin tablets and in fortified foods.
Neural tube defects are birth defects
that occur in about 2,500 babies and
numerous stillborn and miscarried
fetuses each year in the U.S. The defects
occur when development of the brain
or spine during pregnancy does not
progress normally.
Evidence suggests that more than half
of all neural tube defects could be prevented if women got enough folic acid
during pregnancy.
Since more than half of all pregnancies are unplanned, it’s important for
all women of childbearing age to get
enough folic acid all the time, in case
they become pregnant. Many neural
tube defects occur before a woman
even knows she’s pregnant.
Folic acid may help prevent heart disease, stroke and other birth defects.
The recommended daily dose of folic
acid for all adults is 400 micrograms
per day. Many multivitamins contain
this much, and breads and cereals are
fortified with extra folic acid.
To learn more about folic acid, check
these Web sites:
March of Dimes at http://
www.modimes.org/Programs2/
FolicAcid/
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention at http://www.cdc.gov/
nceh/cddh/folic/folicfaqs.htm

Karin Muraszko

I

n her career as a pediatric neurosurgeon, Karin Muraszko, M.D., has
helped hundreds of children born with
debilitating spinal birth defects — while
coping with the effects of her own, a mild
form of spina bifida.

How can such a simple nutrient stop such
a complex problem? The exact mechanism
is unclear, but Muraszko explains that it
has to do with the intricate process of fetal
development, in which different tissues
and organs form during pregnancy. The
neural tube is the structure within the
fetus that develops into the brain and
spinal cord. In most cases, the process
goes smoothly. But in some pregnancies,
something goes wrong during neural tube
development.
If the brain develops abnormally, the
child can be born with a condition called
an encephalocele, in which the brain is
not entirely contained within the skull.
Or they can fail to develop a full brain, a
fatal condition called anencephaly that usually results in miscarriage or death soon
after birth. A birth defect caused by a
problem in spinal cord and spine development is called spina bifida, and can range
from a small defect in the spine to a serious condition called a myelomeningocele.

If all women of childbearing age took vitamin supplements and changed their diets
to include more foods rich in folic
acid, Muraszko explains, the result could
be fewer babies
born with neural
Evidence suggests that more than
tube defects —
half of all neural tube defects could
abnormalities in
be prevented if women got enough
the developing
brain or spinal
folic acid during pregnancy.
cord.
“Folic acid appears to be extremely important in the development of the fetus,”
Muraszko says. “It’s vital for women in
their childbearing years, because it affects
the fetus at a crucial time in development
when the brain and spinal cord are forming. Since this occurs within the first four
to six weeks, generally before a woman
even knows she’s pregnant, it’s extremely
important that women take folic acid before
they become pregnant.”
The same advice holds true for women in
their child-bearing years who aren’t even
planning to have a baby, Muraszko adds,
since more than half of pregnancies aren’t
planned. That’s why many experts suggest
that all women of childbearing age take a
daily multivitamin that contains the recommended 400 micrograms of folic acid.
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Muraszko hopes her messages can help
reduce the number of children coming to
her for help. “As chief of pediatric neurosurgery, I spend much of my time caring
for children with complex neural tube
defects, and I see the effect it has on their
lives,” she explains. “And as someone with
a mild form of spina bifida, I know what
it’s like to live life with a disability.”

“In these children, the spinal
cord doesn’t form
properly. It is
simply an open
flat area in which
there isn’t any
covering on the spinal cord,” Muraskzo
says. “This happens within the first month
of pregnancy, and these children are
affected for the rest of their lives. They
often have other anomalies, which make it
difficult for them to walk and control their
bladder and bowel. They often have difficulties with brain development, as well.”
The fact that there’s an easy way to prevent
such dramatic and life-altering conditions
should be enough to convince women to
get more folic acid, Muraszko says. Scientific studies have shown that a significant number of neural tube birth defects
could have been prevented, if only the
mothers had gotten enough folic acid
before and during pregnancy.
—Kara Gavin

Find the full text at www.med.umich.edu/opm/newspage/folica.htm
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The finding, published in the December 11,
2000, Archives of Internal Medicine, backs up
recent calls for middle-aged Americans to get
more of both nutrients. The study was based
on a computer model that analyzed costs and
benefits of folic acid/B12 supplements in light
of what’s known about homocysteine’s harmful effects and folic acid’s ability to lower levels of homocysteine in the blood.
Gilbert S. Omenn, M.D., Ph.D., U-M executive
vice president for medical affairs and CEO of
the U-M Health System, was a co-author of
the study. “It will be years before current clini-
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A

mericans could live longer, healthier
lives if more of us got the Food and Drug
Administration’s recommended daily
amount of folic acid and vitamin B12, according to U-M researchers. The benefit would be
most cost-effective if people with elevated
blood levels of homocysteine, a harmful amino
acid, took daily multivitamin supplements.
Although the reasons are unclear, scientists
believe homocysteine is associated with an
increased risk of heart attacks and strokes.

proof, says co-author Mark
Fendrick, M.D., of the U-M’s Consortium for Health Outcomes, Innovation and Cost-Effectiveness Studies, or CHOICES.
“Homocysteine is a notable case of
a known medical risk where we
strongly suspect a possible benefit
from an inexpensive intervention.
This conservatively designed study
suggests that the benefit doesn’t
need to be very large to make the
intervention worthwhile,” Fendrick
says.
Homocysteine and related compounds are found everywhere in the
body. Laboratory studies show
these compounds can damage the
lining of blood vessels, encourage
more smooth muscle cells to grow
in vessel walls, and create an environment in which blood clots more
easily — all risk factors for clogged
arteries and heart disease.
Mark Fendrick
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Can a Vitamin a Day Help
Keep Heart Disease Away?
cal trials will
show definitively
how much we
can reduce heart
disease risk by
reducing elevated
homocysteine
levels. This analyGil Omenn
sis suggests we
should go ahead now and encourage blood
testing and increased intake of folic acid and
B12 through diet or supplements,” says
Omenn, who co-authored a major study on
homocysteine which was published in the Journal
of the American Medical Association in 1995.
The research model used in the current U-M
study is called a decision analysis. It’s especially helpful in situations when physicians
have a lot of information about a substance’s
potential risk or benefit, but no conclusive

Some — but not all — studies have found that
people whose homocysteine levels are even
mildly high are more likely to have heart disease, and that risk rises with levels above 11
micromoles per liter. An estimated 40 percent
of men over 40 years of age and 32 percent of
women over 50 years of age fall into this group.
Fortunately, scientists have found that folic
acid can lower homocysteine levels by helping in its breakdown. They’ve determined that
the most effective dose for this effect is 400
micrograms (mcg) a day; higher doses don’t
seem to lower homocysteine levels much further. It takes about six weeks for folic acid to
bring levels down. Vitamins B12 and B6 can
help, also. 400 mcg is also the Food and Drug
Administration’s recommended daily allowance for folic acid, based on its proven ability
to prevent neural tube defects in babies if their
mothers get enough of the nutrient.

with folic acid supplements. Most multivitamins contain both nutrients, as do whole
grains, oranges and green vegetables.
The U-M study was funded in part by the
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality.
The paper’s authors also include Brahmajee
Nallamothu, M.D., Sanjay Saint, M.D., MPH,
Melvyn Rubenfire, M.D., and Rajesh Bandekar,
Ph.D.
—Kara Gavin

For more information, read the complete story
on-line at:
www.med.umich.edu/opm/newspage/
homocyst.htm

Because there’s evidence that high folic acid
can mask a vitamin B12 deficiency, the U-M
group and others recommend that B12 be taken
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W

ho is caring for elderly, disabled Americans who live at home, but need
assistance with daily activities like
bathing, eating, managing money or taking medications? Two recent studies by U-M Medical
School researchers suggest that those who most
need help may be less likely to get it.
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Disabled, Elderly Women Who Live
Alone Are Less Likely to Get Help

According to a study published in the February
2001 issue of Medical Care, unmarried people
age 70 and older who lived with their adult children received about 40 hours a week of Medicare-paid home care, compared with just 26
hours received by unmarried elders who were
equally disabled and lived alone.
“Having an adult child on hand to navigate the
Medicare system seems to have a major impact
on the amount of home care the elderly receive,”
says Kenneth M. Langa, M.D., Ph.D., assistant
professor of internal medicine.
Another study, published in the December 2000
issue of The Journal of the American Medical
Association, found that disabled, older women
– whether married or single – received about onethird fewer hours of informal home care from
family members than disabled men.
“Providers can’t assume that disabled female
patients are getting the care they need, even if
they live with a spouse,” says Steven J. Katz,

“Having an adult child on hand
to navigate the Medicare system
seems to have a major impact
on the amount of home care
the elderly receive.”
—Kenneth Langa

Kenneth M. Langa

Steven J. Katz

M.D., associate professor of internal medicine in the Medical School
and associate professor of health management and public policy in
the School of Public Health.
“In the next 50 years, more and more disabled elderly people will
need help, but the number of grown children available to help care
for them will continue to decrease,” says Katz. “This leaves health
care providers and health policymakers with the responsibility of finding the best ways to meet their needs.”
The studies are based on 1993 and 1995 data from the national Health
& Retirement Study, a survey of more than 3,000 Americans aged
70 and over who live in the community, rather than a nursing home
or assisted living facility. Funded by the National Institute on Aging,
the Health & Retirement Study is conducted at the U-M Institute for
Social Research.

—Diane Swanbrow and Valerie Gliem

F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n , r e a d t h e c o m p l e t e a r t i c l e s o n -l i n e a t :
http://www.med.umich.edu/opm/newspage/homecare.htm
http://www.umich.edu/~newsinfo/Releases/2001/Feb01/r020701.html
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Medical School
Admissions at Michigan
When building each class, it’s the patient of
the future that’s kept prominently in mind
How not to make too much of it?

Did she choose the right person?

In some ways, choosing who shall be admitted to a
medical school is something like choosing a life partner.
The decision is one of grave import, but the questions that
one ought to be asking are often not clear until long after
the opportunity to ask them has passed.

It is this daunting question that she and all of those
entrusted with building a class, applicant by applicant,
ask themselves over and over again as they review
applications, decide who merits an interview, and who,
on the basis of the interview, shall merit an invitation
to admission. And they do console themselves with the
fact that about half of all students who apply for
admission to a medical school in America will be
admitted, that many of those who will not have the
opportunity of a Michigan medical education will
nevertheless be able to avail themselves of the
opportunity at many other good medical schools across
the nation.

Upon people like Joyce Wahr, M.D. (Residency 1981),
assistant dean for admissions and financial aid, and
Katie Horne, admissions director, as well as the 70
U-M Medical School faculty and student
members who are actively engaged in the
admissions process for the School, rest
the nearly unimaginable responsibilities
involved in deciding who among the 5,000
or so applicants to the University of
Michigan Medical School each year will be
admitted for the highly coveted 170 spaces.

Photo: Bill Wood

At its heart, building a class, medical or
otherwise, is an act of somewhat mystical
proportions. U-M President Lee Bollinger
has often been gently chided for his
references to Richard II in talking about
affirmative action efforts at U-M. Ralph
Williams, an esteemed English professor at
Michigan, has cited Cicero and Petrarch in
his own discussions of the tensions and
paradoxes involved in deciding who shall
and who shall not have the great privilege
of being part of the student body of a great
university.

Joyce Wahr
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Joyce Wahr, in her own mystical way, talks
about the patient of the future — that
somewhat indescribable individual rising
out of the mists in need of healing in 2022
or 2037, that man or woman or child who
will walk into a doctor’s office and an
emergency room in need of caring, of compassion, of
highly skilled diagnosis and treatment, and be greeted
by a doctor whose entrance into the profession she
made possible 10 or 20 or 30 years earlier.

But it is the patient of the future she tries most
ardently to visualize. “We feel less responsibility to the
individual applicant to reward them for their good
deeds of the past than we do to that patient of the
future,” she says. “The main question, always, is how
well-suited will the applicant be to help that patient?
It’s hard to see 10 years down the road, so part of what
we’re looking for is adaptability.”
The building of a class comes down to a highly refined
combination of hard numbers and soft-edged discussions — many, many discussions over many months,
the returning to a student’s file for review over and
over again, maybe as many as 20 times — to create
the most fortuitous group of people possible to spend
four years together studying medicine. The idea is that
while they will certainly learn from the faculty and
from their individual experiences, they will also glean a
significant portion of their medical education from one
another — that the import of the composition of the
class itself in the educational process cannot be
underestimated.
President Bollinger, who himself was one of the
featured speakers at a symposium on diversity in the
health professions at the National Academy of
Sciences in Washington, D.C., in March, says he is
“very impressed by the longstanding commitment of

medical schools to a diversified student body,” and by
the “forceful and eloquent” way in which Jordan
Cohen, M.D., president of the Association of American
Medical Colleges, has spoken to the issue.

by Linda Benson and Jane Myers

Ed Baker, a 30-something Detroit-born father of two
who sold automotive products for Dupont before
deciding that academic medicine was his calling, and
who just completed his first year of medical school at
Michigan, is the personification of that richness of
diversity that ensures that interactions among students
will be as life-expanding as possible. And interact he
does. “My first year
has been very much
“We’re always looking a group experifor people who see ence,” he says. “If
one person fails, it’s
medicine as a calling. like the whole class
The thing I fear most is fails. We all need
other. If I can
bringing somebody in each
help you with histo,
who, in five or eight then maybe you can
years, will be angry with help me with
microbiology. The
their patients and the de- biggest learning
mands that medicine has occurs when you’re
and we
put on them. I want to be teaching,
teach each other all
sure that they know the time.”

medicine is more like ER Baker’s words are
music to Wahr’s
than Marcus Welby.”

ears. “We tell the
students again and
again,” she says,
“that collaborative
learning will be really important for the rest of their
career; they’ll be teaching each other for the entirety of
their medical lives.” Suresh Rangarajan from San
Francisco, who also recently completed his M1 year,
agrees. “I’m continually inspired by my fellow students
and the learning environment. I feel part of a connected community that offers endless support
throughout the entire medical education process, and I
cherish the fact that each day we are all moving closer
— together — to becoming skilled and compassionate
physicians.”
— Joyce Wahr

Joyce Wahr has headed the Admissions Committee for
three years, but she served on it for nine years before
that, working closely with former head Paul Gikas,
M.D., professor emeritus of pathology who earned his
M.D. at Michigan in 1954. Wahr, an anesthesiologist
who met her husband, internist Dennis Wahr, M.D.
(Residency 1981), when she came to U-M as a surgery
intern in 1978, now spends about a third of her
professional life on administrative duties. She is
unabashedly enthusiastic about those responsibilities.
“There are certain things you just love to do in life,”
she says. “They help you stay in touch with why you
went to medical school, the idealism, the ability to

listen.” In conversation Wahr conveys a spirit of
adventure that may owe something to her unusual
childhood experiences in the Belgian Congo (now
Democratic Republic of the Congo) where her father,
also a physician, pursued an interest in tropical
medicine.
The idealism that fuels Wahr’s work is something she
seeks in applicants. “We’re always looking for people
who see medicine as a calling,” she says. “The thing I
fear most is bringing people in who, in five or eight
years, will be angry with their patients and the
demands that medicine has put on them. I want to be
sure they really get it, that they know medicine is more
like ER than Marcus Welby,
that there will be the 2 a.m.
calls, that your kids will be
waiting for you on the edge
of the soccer field as it
grows dark because you
were supposed to pick them
up 45 minutes earlier and
got detained by a patient.
We want to feel reassured
that we’re choosing
applicants who will enjoy
medicine all their lives. How
do you put that down on
paper?”
Wahr’s approach is active
and hands-on. She interviews more applicants than
anyone else on the 70member Admissions
Committee (50 faculty, 20
students) and she feels she
knows each of the 600 interview candidates pretty
well by the time the process is completed each year, a
process which includes many intense discussions with
Associate Dean of Student Programs Rachel Glick
(M.D. 1984) as well.

Photo: Gregory Fox

Ed Baker with wife Gloria
and their two sons, Miles
and Ed Baker III

The complex role of medicine in modern society does
not make the responsibility of choosing who will and
will not be selected to become the next generation of
physicians and medical scientists an easy one. The
training of physicians suggests difficult philosophical
and economic questions: What will society require
from its health care practitioners 10, 20 or 30 years
from now? What kinds of populations will they serve?
Which health services will be in demand? How many
physicians will be needed to deliver them? Who will
pay the bills? How can financial compensation ever be
fairly measured for health, for quality of life, for life
itself?
Predictions of need by demographers also guide
choices. Right now population trends suggest strong
future needs in geriatrics, primary care and clinicianscientists.
➤
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For Katie Horne and her staff, all thoughts of the philosophical underpinnings of medical school admissions must
be interwoven with the monumental task of physically
working their way through the 5,000 applications that
arrive in the mail each year and paring them down
eventually to the 600 applicants who will be interviewed
for the ultimate 170 spots. It is a whittling job of major
proportions that begins with trying to figure
out who seems to have already demonstrated
an affinity for science and medicine. “Science
grades and MCAT scores are important,” she
says, “as is some exposure to the health field.
We like knowing that students have some
sense of what they’re getting into, that they
have good reasons for choosing medicine.”

Photo: Bill Wood

Horne herself is acutely aware of what she
describes as the “many little agonies” in the
process. “We know how stressful it is,” she
says. “I do a lot of counseling.” Horne, who
worked in academic programs in the School of
Nursing for 15 years before coming to the
Medical School nine years ago, tries for the
personal touches that will keep anxiety levels
to manageable proportions. This year she
initiated a Web site allowing each applicant to
track his or her application through the various
stages of the process. “We answer the phones
personally and I’m available to everyone by
e-mail,” she notes.

Katie Horne

Beyond processing applications, Horne
spends a good deal of time on the larger
picture, gathering information to assess the
latest trends in medical education and
health care, always looking to refine the
selection process to build the best class possible.
Always cognizant of developments in medical science
and the evolution of the traditional bedside physician
into a new 21st-century model, Horne and her staff
remind themselves, though, that medicine without the
human touch is not medicine at all. Interviewers rely on
a highly tuned sixth sense to sniff out applicants with
character or personality issues that might not lend
themselves to a field where compassion and a sense of
one’s own humanity are critical. “It’s not a perfect
process,” Horne says with a sigh.
Being part of the culture of the Midwest is also a plus
to Michigan’s students, she’s convinced. She’s always
pleased by the fact that residency directors across the
nation consistently rank Michigan students right up near
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the top. “Students
leave Michigan with
a strong work
ethic,” she says.
“They want to get
the job done; there’s
no whining. Part of
it has to do with
Michigan’s
midwesternness, its
friendliness, the
collegiality we work
to foster. When
these students
arrive for their
residencies, they’re
ready to work on the
wards.”

The training of physicians suggests difficult
philosophical and economic questions: What
will society require from
its health care practitioners 10, 20 or 30 years
from now? What kinds of
populations will they
serve? Which health services will be in demand?
How many physicians
will be needed to deliver
them? Who will pay the
bills? How can financial
compensation ever by
fairly measured for
health, for quality of life,
for life itself?

Chethan Gangireddy, from Gaithersburg, Maryland,
another student who recently completed his M1 year,
reinforces the importance that comes from his outstanding classmates at Michigan. “There is a real sense here
that community matters. It is abundantly clear in the
constant feedback we share with the faculty, in the
openness of our interactions with each other, and in our
relationship with the community around us. U-M has
amazing opportunities for students to experience
medicine clinically, through research, and even in
conjunction with other graduate disciplines, but the
distinguishing factor here is, without question, the
people.”
Paul Gikas, who graduated from the Medical School
nearly a half-century ago, remembers that admissions to
medical school were just as competitive in his day, with
U.S. military veterans trying to get into medical school
under the G.I. Bill. But the makeup of the classes has, of
course, changed dramatically. There were, he recalls,
seven women and two African Americans in his class of
166. Feminism and underrepresented minorities were
concepts that had not yet entered the society’s vocabulary, much less its consciousness, in the 1950s.
Today women applicants have achieved parity in most
U.S. medical schools, and it is a rare patient who thinks
all women in white walking down hospital corridors are
nurses. U-M’s current first-year class is 58 percent male
and 42 percent female, closely reflecting the national
profile at other medical schools. Minorities are still a
work in progress, with Michigan now having an
underrepresented minority population of about 14
percent, a number they have worked hard to achieve.

The Admissions Process at Michigan:
Building the Class of Tomorrow’s M.D.s

“The top minority students are heavily recruited by
many schools,” notes Rachel Glick. “Through programs
like our Summer Science Academy and HOPE, we’re
trying to interest more young people in science and
medicine.” The Summer Science Academy brings
minority high school students to the Medical School for
two weeks of study; the Health Occupations Partners in
Education (HOPE), funded by grants from the AAMC, the
Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation, and the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation, is a
partnership program
between the University of
Michigan and the Ypsilanti
Public Schools to promote
interest and success in
health science careers
among middle school and
high school students.
As for the benefits of diversity,
in a medical school class and
in the field of medicine itself,
David Corteville from
Rochester, Michigan, who will Rachel Glick
begin his second year at U-M
in the fall, says, “I am still in awe of the passion and
abilities of my classmates and what different walks of life
they all come from. The amazing and diverse student body
here provides me with essential insights when discussing
the cultural and ethical aspects of medicine.”

Nationally, over 38,500 men and women vied for the 16,856 spots in
medical schools across the U.S. and Canada last year. (Because of
multiple submissions, applications totaled 454,380.)* The numbers
below summarize the dedication of the faculty and students engaged
in the admissions process and the geographic and academic breadth
of the class.
Applications received and reviewed

4,928

Applicants interviewed

606 (12%)

Admissions Committee members

70 (50 faculty; 20 students)

Total Interview Hours

900

Class size

171

Mean GPA

3.6 (out of 4)

Mean MCAT score

11.1 (out of 15)

Students from the state of Michigan

93 (54%)

Other states with largest numbers
of accepted students

California, 17; Illinois, 9; Ohio, 7;
New York and Maryland, 6 each

Total states represented in class

24

Students with undergraduate degrees from U-M

68 (40%)

Students from other colleges with
largest numbers of accepted students

Michigan State, 7; Harvard, 6;
Stanford, 5; U-C Berkeley and
University of Washington, 4 each;
Northwestern, Notre Dame, UCLA,
Swarthmore, Cornell, and
Johns Hopkins, 3 each

Total undergraduate colleges represented in class

61

Undergraduate Fields of Study

For Joyce Wahr and her colleagues, the agonies and
plain hard work of building a class each year are more
than compensated for by the quality of the students
they keep getting. “It’s astonishing how good the
applicants are,” she says. “The thing I keep telling
people my age is that they’re all going to be well taken
care of when they’re old!”

Biology and related fields

55%

Humanities

14%

Chemistry and Biochemistry

13%

Other science and math fields

11%

Engineering fields

4%

No matter how hard they try, Wahr and her colleagues
know that the process is an inexact one, and that while
many, even most, of the students they choose will be
hugely successful in their endeavors in medicine, others
will not. But as each new class dons their white coats
for the first time every August, all those involved with
the admissions process are cheered by their knowledge
that all 170 were carefully chosen, that the measures to
which they were held were sound and true, and that
always, the loftiest goals of medicine were brought to
bear upon their selection. m

Business and economics

2%

Dentistry

1%

Advanced Degrees

Five students have M.S. degrees
in a public health field
Five students have M.S. degrees
in another field
Two have D.D.S. degrees
One has a J.D.
One has a Ph.D. in Genetics

_______________
*Source: American Medical Colleges Data Warehouse
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by Jane Myers and Danielle Turner

on a Sometimes Quirky Process
Retired New England pediatrician Ruth Appleton Bell (M.D. 1946) still remembers clearly the Friday in June 1946 when
she received a telephone call from Dean Albert Furstenberg’s rather stern secretary, Vera Cummings. “She told me the
dean wanted to meet with me the following Monday,” Bell relates. “I knew I was going to graduate, but being told by
Vera Cummings that you had to meet with the dean was still a scary prospect. My friends and I spent the weekend trying
to figure out what it meant.”
As it turned out, the dean had a personal question to pose to the new M.D., who was one of only four women in her class.
He wanted to know if his daughter Nancy’s desire to become a physician should be encouraged or not. “I told him I’d had
a wonderful time in medical school as a woman, and that there was no reason Nancy shouldn’t become a doctor,” Bell
recalls. “I did suggest that she go elsewhere so as not to have her father as the dean.” (Nancy Furstenberg did become
a doctor, and she did go to another school, the University of Wisconsin, to earn her medical degree.)
Furstenberg, now living in Ann Arbor, herself remembers her father feeling uneasy about educating women to be physicians, but
having a dedication to diversity unusual for the era. “My father was much in favor of admitting minorities,” she says, “and he
actively championed the admission of Jewish students.”
Such was not the case when Max Karl Newman applied to Michigan. Newman (M.D. 1934), of Bloomfield Hills, who
with his family recently established the Newman Family Professorship in Radiation Oncology, has vivid memories of his
own admissions interview in the late 1920s when then Dean Hugh Cabot told him that, despite his shining academic
record, he would not be admitted to Michigan because “we don’t need any more of your kind.” Newman patiently waited
for the appointment of Frederick Novy to the deanship in 1930, reapplied and was accepted.

In the absence of standards and written admissions policies,
human quirkiness did play a significant role in who was chosen
for admission and who was rejected. “Vera Cummings and my
mother both helped with admissions,” Nancy Furstenberg
recalls. “My mother’s compensation for her services was a mink
coat my dad bought for her.”
In the mid-1950s the School established its first admissions committee, which attempted to judge applicants in a more objective way. Robert Lovell (M.D. 1944, Residency 1950), then
assistant dean of admissions, was one of four members on that
first committee. “I think our prejudices neutralized each other’s,”
he remembers. “In the required personal interview, we looked
to see if the applicant was friendly and sincere.” Except for a
student’s previous academic record, though, there was little standardized information to use in making decisions. “The Medical
College Admissions Test was still new enough that it could not
yet serve as a predictor of success in medical school,” Lovell
says. “A poor MCAT score did not cause us to disqualify a student for admission on those grounds.”
At Michigan, as at other medical schools across the country,
social and cultural changes, always evolving, have, over the
years, strongly influenced both those seeking medical careers
and the admissions criteria used to judge their likely success
and satisfaction as medical professionals. The widely publicized
legal challenges now facing the larger University offer dramatic
proof of the intense emotions and complex judicial considerations that even today are helping to define admissions practices across America. m

Undergraduate Opportunities in
Research Help Prepare Students
Interested in Medicine
Now in its 12th year, the popular and highly successful Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROP) was begun to give firstand second-year undergraduates a chance to work one-on-one with
faculty in research partnerships. Today more than 600 faculty researchers work with approximately 900 students on individualized projects,
and a special effort is being made to welcome underrepresented
minority students and women students into the sciences. All the
U-M’s schools and colleges participate in UROP, so students can choose
from a wide range of research topics. The success of the program has
led to its expansion to include students in their junior and senior years
as well. UROP also manages several summer research fellowship programs designed to provide undergraduate students with an in-depth,
independent research opportunity.
For students interested in medicine, UROP has provided a valuable
means of allowing students to see and be a part of medical research
“up close,” and to gain a much more acute sense of their own affinity
for the field and the talents they have, or don’t have, that may lead
them to future success and satisfaction in the field.
More information about Michigan’s Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program can be found at:
http://www.umich.edu/~urop/students/uropoverview.html
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2001
MatchDayy
The Future Unfolds for this Year’s
Graduating Medical School Class
by Liz Nelson
photos by Bill Wood

For the Class of 2001, Thursday, March 22, was a day filled with
exhilaration and nervous anticipation as classmates discovered,
one-by-one, their place on the Match Day map and what their
futures would hold.
While the annual celebration began with a reminiscence of the
class’s first Medical School days together and a look at some of
their favorite Smoker moments captured in the class video, the
focus was definitely on the future as students picked up the envelopes containing their official acceptance to residency programs.
Approximately 60% of the U-M students who participated in the
National Residency Matching Program matched with their first
choice, while 88% received one of their top three choices. In selecting their specialties, 43% chose primary care, which includes
obstetrics and gynecology, while another 17% chose surgery.
Sponsored by MCAS, the Medical School Student Council and
the Dean’s Office, Match Day 2001 also held the announcement
of Doug Franzen as Class Speaker and Rachel Weiss and Richard
Dopp as the dual recipients of this year’s Niland Award. Established
by the Class of 1986 to honor class member Patrick John Niland,
who was killed in a 1985 automobile crash, the Niland Award
annually recognizes senior students who, in the eyes of the
graduating class, best exemplify the cheerful, friendly demeanor
and the patient, honest and compassionate approach to medicine
that were the shining traits for which Niland was known and
respected by his peers. m

Lauren Gold marks
her match with U-M.
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Dean Allen S. Lichter
(M.D. 1972) toasts the
Class of 2001, the
members of which
“will continue to be a
credit to the Medical
School and part of the
Michigan family.”

Cyril Grum, M.D.
(Residency 1983),
congratulates
Nersi Nikakhtar.

Lynn C. Huffman,
University Hospital, Cincinnati
Kelly M. McLean,
University Hospital, Cincinnati
Joey C. Papa,
University of Louisville School of Medicine
Anita C. Patel,
Tulane University, New Orleans
Rohit K. Sahai,
University Health Center, Pittsburgh
Michael S. Shillingford,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Susan Tsai,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Steven A. Vela,
University of Texas SW Medical School, Dallas
Brent Ward,
University of Michigan Hospitals

Family Medicine

Match List
Anesthesiology
Irwin Chow,
University of California Medical Center,
San Diego
Marco Corridore,
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore
Randolph Fung,
University of California, San Francisco
Brian J. Haworth,
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore
Michael R. Hernandez,
Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston
Jonathan Kroll,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Joseph C. Seelig,
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center,
New Hampshire
Timothy D. Stypinski,
Shands Hospital/University of Florida, Gainesville
Richard K. Sutton,
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore

Dermatology
Padma G. Nallamothu,
Henry Ford Health Science Center, Detroit
Yolanda L. Rosi,
University of Michigan Hospitals

Emergency Medicine
Deborah F. Battaglia,
Barnes Jewish Hospital, St. Louis
Roy G. Belville,
Indiana University School of Medicine,
Indianapolis
Nathaniel Brackett,
University of Chicago Hospital
Carla L. Brown,
Henry Ford Health Science Center, Detroit
Bradley F. Davis,
William Beaumont Hospital, Detroit
Amy S. Edwards,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Douglas S. Franzen,
Medical College of Virginia, Richmond
Jeffrey T. Gaines,
University Health Center, Pittsburgh
John B. Neumann,
William Beaumont Hospital, Detroit
John D. Nicely,
Grand Rapids Medical Center
Bradley D. Riley,
Grand Rapids Medical Center
Kama K. Tillman,
Howard University Hospital, Washington, D.C.
Joanne M. Torres,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Nicholas Vasquez,
Yale-New Haven Hospital, Connecticut

Christina Fergus,
Scripps Memorial Hospital, San Diego
Kimberley Haglund,
Contra Costa Regional Medical Center, California
Kathryn M. Jordan,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Arnold C. Kim,
Pomona Valley Hospital, California
Gloria E. Kim,
University of Washington Hospitals, Seattle
Anne L. Kittendorf,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Jimmy M. Liao,
Family Medicine SW Washington, Vancouver
Ashley C. Lindell,
Swedish Medical Center, Seattle
Estrella Matyas,
MacNeal Hospital, Berwyn, Illinois
Eduardo A. Miller,
University of Washington Hospitals, Seattle
Jennifer Montague,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville
Soni Nageswaran,
University of California Medical Center, Davis
Michael J. Orlich,
Tacoma Family Medicine, Washington
Anita S. Pandit,
Emory University School of Medicine, Georgia
Matthew E. Rosenberg,
Sutter Health, California
Malcolm J. Sickels,
Flower Hospital, Sylvania, Ohio
Robert T. Ziegelmann,
University Health System of East Carolina,
Greenville, North Carolina
Jay A. Zimmermann,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville

Internal Medicine

General Surgery
Alisha Arora,
University of North Carolina Hospitals,
Chapel Hill
Joshua M. Buckler,
McGaw Medical Center, Northwestern University
Peter M. Denk,
University of Southern Florida College of
Medicine, Tampa
Nancy C. Han,
University of Louisville
School of Medicine

Eric D. Batts,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Grace Y. Chen,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Aisha F. Davis,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Rajat Deo,
University of Texas SW Medical School, Dallas
Reza Fazel,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Todd S. Fergus,
Scripps Mercy Hospital, San Diego
Amanda M. Holen,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Clara Hwang,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Helen Kang,
Harbor-UCLA Medical School, Los Angeles
Kristin M. Levy,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Anastasia Linas,
University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics,
Madison
Nersi Nikakhtar,
University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics,
Madison ➤
MCAS President Richard Bucciarelli
(M.D. 1972) with Grace Chen

Assistant Dean for Student Minority
Affairs David Gordon announces
Keith Compton’s match while Donovan
Compton observes the day’s celebration.
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Medicine-Primary

Match

Shivanandh Chandrasekaran,
Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston
Anita E. Lopes,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville

Match List
(continued)
Jason C. Paris,
St. Mary’s Medical Center, San Francisco
Robert A. Pensler,
Henry Ford Health Science Center, Detroit
Tina L. Pinto,
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Boston
Randal C. Reinertson,
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor
Rebecca E. Schane,
University of California, San Francisco
Jason S. Shellhaas,
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia
Justin A. Strote,
University of Washington Hospitals, Seattle
Daniel S. Tung,
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston
Denise H. Zao,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Mark D. Zeglis,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston

Medicine-Pediatrics
Joy L. Coleman,
University Hospital, Cincinnati
Seong Noh,
University Hospital, Cincinnati
Kimberly Reynhout,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Shane F. Tsai,
Indiana University School of Medicine,
Indianapolis
Neda N. Yousif,
University of Michigan Hospitals

Medicine-Preliminary Year
Meera Bajwa,
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles
Wendy M. Golden,
Lenox Hill Hospital, New York City
Harpreet Grewal,
University Health Center, Pittsburgh

Neurology

Peter T. Lin,
Stanford University, California
Ann L. Little,
University of Michigan Hospitals

Obstetrics-Gynecology
Hughan R. Frederick,
Wayne State University/Detroit Medical
Center
Michele L. Gray,
University of Missouri, Kansas City
Melissa M. Grier,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles
Joshua B. Johannson,
Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia
Kristin S. Oldenberg,
Grand Rapids Medical Center
Nabila Rasool,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Megan O. Schimpf,
University of Connecticut, Hartford

Ophthalmology
Susan K. Burden,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Avninder Dhaliwal,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Ronald J. Hessler,
Tulane University, New Orleans
Bryan W. Huffman,
University of Florida, Gainesville
Charles E. Whisler,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

Orthopaedic Surgery
Aaron G. Anderson,
SUNY Health Science Center, Syracuse
Kevin C. Anderson,
Wayne State University/Detroit Medical Center
Timothy W. Deyer,
New York-Presbyterian Hospital-Columbia
Presbyterian, New York City
Mark T. Dillon,
Michigan State University, Kalamazoo
Stephen R. Lindholm,
University of California Medical Center, Davis
Jeffrey E. Martus,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Michael P. McDermott,
Grand Rapids Medical Center
Chris Nystuen,
William Beaumont Army Medical Center, El Paso
Pablo R. Pazmino,
Wayne State University/Detroit Medical Center

Otolaryngology
Nathan B. Sautter,
Cleveland Clinic

Jeffrey Martus
matches with U-M.
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Jenel Steele
with Kama Tillman
and Aisha Davis

Pathology
Jennifer Broussard,
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore
Bruce Todd Burks,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Tony L. Yang,
University of California, San Francisco

Pediatrics
Keith Compton,
Madigan Army Base, Tacoma, Washington
Lauren H. Gold,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Marney Gundlach,
Wayne State University/Detroit Medical Center
Mark F. Hoeltzel,
Medical College of Wisconsin Affiliated Hospital,
Milwaukee
Lynn M. Jacoby,
University of Arizona Affiliated Hospitals
Yumna S. Jafri,
Children’s National, Washington, D.C.
Victoria Jewell,
University Health Center, Pittsburgh
Genoveva Knifong,
Children’s Hospital, Oakland, California
Leonidas Moschouris,
Wayne State University/Detroit Medical Center
Christy A. Petroff,
Wayne State University/Detroit Medical Center
Francis J. Probst,
New York-Presbyterian Hospital-Cornell Medical
Center, New York City
Jocelyn S. Schiller,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Renee A. Shellhaas,
Children’s Hospital, Philadelphia
Laurel A. Taylor,
Maine Medical Center, Portland
Rachel S. Weiss,
New York-Presbyterian Hospital-Cornell Medical
Center, New York City

2001
Day
Pediatrics-Primary

Radiology

Shannon S. Sullivan,
University of California, San Francisco

Estelle S. D’Souza,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Katherine Maturen,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Susan E. Sharp,
University Hospital, Cincinnati
Erik M. Stien,
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center,
Boston
Srini Tridandapani,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Christina Tsao,
Henry Ford Health Science Center, Detroit
Kristen W. Yeom,
UCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles
Aaron J. Zima,
University of Michigan Hospitals

Plastic Surgery

Carrie E. Cunningham,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Albert R. Harris,
Rhode Island Hospital/Brown University,
Providence

Pulmonary Medicine and Rehabilitation
Heidi J. Haapala,
University of Michigan Hospitals

Psychiatry
Richard R. Dopp,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Marla Hires,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Jeremy S. Kaplan,
McGaw Medical Center, Northwestern University
James West,
Naval Hospital, Portsmouth, Virginia

Radiation Oncology
Sean P. Collins,
Georgetown University Hospital, Washington, D.C.
Dwight L. Fitch,
William Beaumont Hospital, Detroit
Daniel Hamstra,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Asif R. Harsolia,
William Beaumont Hospital, Detroit
David J. Perry,
Wayne State University/Detroit Medical Center
Ramesh Rengan,
Memorial Sloan-Kettering, New York City

Nabila Rasool (right)
with neice Mehreen
Alavi and twin sister
Nadia Rasool

Surgery-Preliminary Year
Carlos E. Hernandez Ford,
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor
Istvan Miko,
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor

Urology
Damon E. Davis,
University of Michigan Hospitals
Wesley G. Kong,
University of Southern California,
Los Angeles

Anastasia Linas
with Charles Danek
(M.D. 1968, Residency
1976)

Christina and Todd Fergus in
their final moments hoping
for matches in the same
location. The pair is headed
for the San Diego area.

Aaron Zima and Joanne Torres
cheer a classmate’s match—88%
of U-M students who participated
in the National Residency Matching
Program received one of their top
three residency choices.
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Scholarship Support:

T

Profiles of Just a Few of the Medical School’s Scholarship
Benefactors Show the Range of Personal Reasons for Giving —
and the Impact of Scholarship Gifts

Photo: Gregory Fox

he annual Mette Foundation dinner
celebrates the life of the late Norman
Mette, a Detroit man whose frugal
lifestyle and careful investing
allowed him to establish a
private foundation in his
name that has allowed for the
distribution of more than
$1.3 million in scholarship
funds to students in the University of Michigan Medical
School over the past 21 years.
Ill for most of his adult life,
Norman Mette’s gratefulness
to his doctors and dentists
was his motivation for leaving his life estate to support
medical and dental students.
For others, the motivation
for establishing permanent
scholarship funds is to remember physicians who received their medical educations at Michigan. Eighteen years ago,
Californian Helen Vida and her daughter, Judith Vida Spence, M.D., decided
to establish a scholarship fund in the
University of Michigan Medical School
to honor the memory of their late husband and father, Alexander S. Vida,
M.D., who received his medical degree
from the U-M in 1939. Because
Alexander Vida strongly believed it was
good for physicians to have a broad educational background — that is, a liberal
arts education in areas such as English,
literature, history, music or art — and
because he also strongly believed in
medicine as a good field for women, his
wife wrote in her statement establishing the fund that “to the extent possible
under applicable law, it is my wish, but
not a directive, that scholarship preference be given to women students.”
Mrs. Vida launched the fund with a gift
of $16,416. Today, with the addition of
other gifts from her and her daughter
over the years and with market growth,
the Vida Scholarship Fund is now valued at nearly $1.5 million and generates close to $75,000 a year in scholarships for women students with non-science backgrounds in the University of

Pictured at the annual dinner of Mette Foundation trustees and scholarship recipients are, front
row left to right: fourth-year student Kama Tillman, Suzanne Schettenhelm, Mette Foundation trustee
Paul Hoenle, second-year student Alice Lin, Mette trustee Marilynn Knickerbocker, and second-year
student Timnit Ghermay; back row: Mette trustee Karl Schettenhelm, Ulla Hoenle, second-year student Keith Hardy, third-year student Alexander Lin, and Mette trustees John Snyder and Glenn Inger.

Michigan Medical School. Last year the
Vida Fund provided partial tuition support for 14 women students in their second year in the Medical School.
Jean Holland (M.D. 1977), a dermatologist in Birmingham, was inspired, after
meeting her Medical School classmate
James Hays’ scholarship recipient Kristie
Keaton, to set up a scholarship fund herself. Motivated, like Mrs. Vida, to honor
the memory of her late husband, she and
her five sons endowed a memorial fund
in 1998 with a gift of nearly $400,000 to
honor her husband and the boys’ father,
Frederick Richard Holland (M.D. 1977),
an ophthalmologist who died of a brain
tumor in 1997. James C. Hays (M.D.
1977), an ophthalmologist who headed
up the Atlanta (Georgia) Eye Surgery
Group, the largest ophthalmology practice in Atlanta when he sold it a few years
ago, in 1995 established a scholarship fund
in his name, now valued at more than
$200,000. A scholarship recipient himself, Hays could not have attended medical school without scholarship support,

which the U-M Medical School was able
to provide. “I owe it all to Michigan,” he
says. Both the Holland and Hays funds
provide support to a student in the Medical School for four years.
Donald D. Finlayson (M.D. 1941), a
retired Sault Ste. Marie family physician,
and his wife, Catherine, made a gift of
$100,000 to the University’s Donor Pooled
Income Fund that will, upon their deaths,
support scholarships for medical students
at Michigan from the Upper Peninsula
where Finlayson himself grew up. Last
year, not wanting to wait until they were
gone in order to know that they were helping support a student in the U-M Medical School, the Finlaysons decided to
begin making annual expendable gifts so
that a medical student at Michigan could
begin benefiting immediately from their
support. m
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Bitter Pills
BY BILL CLAYTON

THE LONG STRUGGLE TO ACHIEVE EQUALITY
IN WOMEN’S HEALTHCARE
ust about the time Madelon Stockwell walked onto the U-M
campus to become the University’s first female student, a 56-yearold woman by the name of Lydia E. Pinkham was 1,000 miles to the
east, throwing herbs and alcohol into a pot on her kitchen stove.

J

The year was 1870. For Madelon Stockwell and the University of
Michigan, it was the beginning of a new chapter in an awakening women’s
movement. For Pinkham, a pioneer in the pursuit of women’s health
and social rights, it was the start of a new phase in women’s healthcare,
because she was brewing an elixir that would become the most
successful patent medicine of the century, and would affect women and
women’s healthcare in ways no one could imagine — then or now.
Madelon Stockwell
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In those days, doctors believed that almost all of women’s sicknesses
arose from their reproductive organs. So, gynecologists removed them
to “eliminate a woman’s fainting spells, hysteria and sexual desires.”
They removed healthy ovaries for little or no reason — a practice that
had a mortality rate as high as 40 percent. And, as if to demonstrate
how embarrassed they were at their own ignorance, doctors conducted
basic gynecological exams by reaching up under a woman’s skirts as she
stood there, fully clothed.

Then Lydia Pinkham burst on to the scene,
telling women to stop visiting doctors;
exercise; eat fresh fruits, vegetables and
grains; and take her herbal formula —
“Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.”
Ads called the potion “a sure cure for
prolapsus uteri, or falling of the womb, and
all female weaknesses including leucorrhoea, irregular and painful menstruation,
inflammation and ulceration of the womb,
flooding...for all weaknesses of the generative organs of either sex, it’s second to no
remedy that has ever been before the public,
and for all diseases of the kidneys it’s the
greatest remedy in the world.”
Pinkham’s potion flew off the shelves. Why?
Because in its many ads, it promised a
woman what doctors couldn’t: relief from
pain; happiness borne of good health;
reproductive assistance; and a way to get
healthcare without putting herself in the
hands of men, who seemed to control
everything, not just medicine.
By the mid-1920s, women had won a
number of social and political freedoms, but
they still lived in the shadow of men.
Feminism had strong undercurrents
throughout the next several decades, but
didn’t flower until the 1960s and 1970s. The
Supreme Court included women in the
1964 Civil Rights Act. Not long after, the
Court declared that abortion was legal.
Women battled for equal pay, federal
support for day-care centers, recognition of
lesbian rights and protection from rape and
the abuse of wives and children. Unfortunately, a lot of those advances existed in
name only. What might best summarize the
conditions that women still faced was a
speech at a 1972 American Psychological
Association conference about covert sex
discrimination against women as medical
patients.
Feminist, author and pro-abortion lawyer
Carol Downer stepped up to the microphone. “In what has been described as the
‘rape of the pelvis,’” she said, “our uteri and
ovaries are removed, often needlessly. Our
breasts and all supporting muscular tissue
are carved out brutally in radical mastectomy. Abortion and preventive birth control
methods are denied us unless we are a
certain age or married, or perhaps they are
denied us completely. Hospital committees

TEN WAYS
GENDER DIFFERENCES
CAN AFFECT HEALTH

2

1

After women and men consume the same amount of alcohol, women’s
blood-alcohol content is higher than men’s — even allowing for size
differences.

In a sample of women and men who smoke the same number of
cigarettes, women are 20 to 70 percent more likely to develop lung
cancer than men.
Women come out of anesthesia more quickly
than men — it takes women an average of seven
minutes to awaken; men, an average of 11
minutes.

3

4

Women get more pain relief than men when taking pain medications
known as kappa-opiates.

5

Women are more likely than men to suffer a second heart
attack within one year of their first heart attack.

6

In taking the same drugs — even everyday drugs such as antihistamines and antibiotics — women and men can experience different
reactions and side effects.

7

Despite the fact that women have stronger immune systems
to protect them from disease, women are more susceptible
to autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, lupus,
scleroderma and multiple sclerosis.

8

After unprotected intercourse with an infected partner,
women are twice as likely as men to get a sexually transmitted disease, and 10 times more likely to contract HIV.

9

Depression in women is two- to three-times more common than in men.
This statistic is due, in part, to the fact that women’s brains produce less of
the hormone serotonin.

10

Post-menopausal women lose more bone than men. One
result of this is that women constitute 80 percent of the
total population of people with osteoporosis.

Source: Society for Women’s

Health Research

decide whether or not we can have our
tubes tied. Unless our uterus has ‘done its
duty,’ we’re often denied. We give birth in
hospitals run for the convenience of the
staff. We’re drugged, strapped, cut, ignored,
enema-ed, probed, shaved – all in the name
of ‘superior care.’ How can we rescue
ourselves from this dilemma that male
supremacy has landed us in? The solution is
simple. We women must take women’s
medicine back into our own capable hands.”
And they did.

Taking Control
The women’s movement slowly brought
about many of the changes that it was after
— not always with good effects. The
newfound independence that today’s women

enjoy has made them more susceptible to
chronic diseases and other health concerns,
including cancer, heart disease, stroke,
osteoporosis, diabetes, workplace and
household injuries, and sexually transmitted
diseases.
So, now the movement is challenging
doctors, researchers and administrators to
reverse these tendencies, and healthcare and
medicine are taking on a new look as a
result.
Today, medicine is no longer just a man’s
world. For example, though men still
dominate the ob-gyn field — about 64
percent of the doctors practicing obstetrics
and gynecology are male — most of the
doctors now training in the specialty are ➤
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Women’s Healthcare
at U-M

“There’s a great deal to say about the
important role women have played in
influencing the way medicine looks at their
healthcare,” he says. “I think probably the
most striking example is the change in the
way breast cancer is managed, moving from
mastectomy to lumpectomy and radiation
therapy. This was not a treatment that
researchers developed in the laboratory and
then tried out on mice and then tried out on
rabbits and then finally made an announcement that they were ready to try it on
people. This was something that our patients
dragged the medical profession to, at least in
the late ‘70s and early ‘80s, over tremendous

One pivotal reason for that success has been the
Program’s interdisciplinary approach to patient care,
educational programming, and
gender-specific resources and
research.

Photo: Bill Wood

Allen Lichter, M.D., dean of the Medical
School, has been involved in women’s health
issues for a long time. He spent the early
part of his career in radiation oncology,
focusing largely on gynecologic cancers, and
the second half of his career to-date dealing
primarily with breast cancer. He cares
deeply about the issues of women’s
healthcare.

Photo: Martin Vloet

women. This year, women have filled 70.3
percent of the nation’s ob-gyn residencies,
compared with slightly less than half 10
years ago. And the shift is increasing.

At the University of Michigan, gender awareness
has created an entirely new dynamic in the U-M
Health System. Timothy R.B. Johnson, M.D.,
Bates Professor of the Diseases of Women and
Children and chair of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the U-M Medical Center,
says that the University “has a strong reputation for
gender studies — Michigan is seen as a leader. Last
year our Women’s Health Program was ranked among
the top 10 in the country, and I think justifiably so.”

Juliet Rogers, director of the
Women’s Health Program in the
U-M Health System and a Ph.D.
candidate in Health Management and
Policy at the U-M School of Public
Health, says that the Program,
established in 1994, “doesn’t benefit
one single department, but it truly
benefits the women who come to us
Juliet Rogers
as patients and as community
partners. It’s unique. Other institutions have tried to set up
something multidisciplinary, but haven’t been successful. We’ve
tried to set ourselves up so that we’re a value-added program.”

Timothy R.B. Johnson

In fact, when the Women’s Health Program helps secure a grant,
the grant goes to another department. It’s a small program that
does big things and affects a lot of people – and does those things

The women’s movement slowly brought about many of the changes that it was after — not
always with good effects.The newfound independence that today’s women enjoy has made them
more susceptible to chronic diseases and other health concerns, including cancer, heart disease,
stroke, osteoporosis, diabetes, workplace and household injuries, and sexually transmitted
diseases. Now the movement is challenging doctors, researchers and administrators to reverse
these tendencies, and healthcare and medicine are taking on a new look as a result.
resistance from classical practitioners. It
took tremendous courage for women to say
they wanted to be treated in this newer way,
when so much of traditional medicine was
telling women that, by not being treated
with standard mastectomy, they were
literally risking their lives. So we owe a
tremendous amount of respect and admiration to women who helped show us that we
could manage an important illness like breast
cancer in a fundamentally different way.”
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on a modest budget that, as Rogers points out, is creatively allocated to
projects that matter most.
“In hospital terms, we don’t need to become a huge cost center. We have
a really small budget, and I think we do a lot with it because what we do
doesn’t always take money. We foster partnerships, we foster collaboration, and we encourage people to think about women’s health in the most
basic ways. We work with departments to help them make their areas
more efficient, more effective and easier for women to use. We help them
to package information in ways that we know women want it. We help
them with simple things like figuring out what women are really looking
for. We’ve also become a complaint center — when women have a complaint, they go to the Women’s Health Resource Center [the physical
presence of the Women’s Health Program which acts as a clearinghouse
for women’s health information], and they feel safe doing that.” ➤

TheWomen’s Health Program:
MAKING A DIFFERENCE THROUGH EDUCATION
AND INFORMATION

ecognizing the importance of
education in the evolving world
of healthcare,
the Women’s
Health Program
created the
Women’s Health
Resource
Center. The
Center provides
a number of
channels
through which
medical professionals and
Deidre Maccannon
women looking
for answers to healthcare questions
can get the latest information.

R

Deidre Maccannon, co-director with
Timothy Johnson and Juliet Rogers of
U-M’s National Center of Excellence
in Women’s Health, explains that the
“Women’s Health Resource Center
can be accessed by coming to the
Center, by phoning in, or by dialing
in on-line. We get some 2,000 inquiries
a month, and a large number of those
are on-line.
“A woman can call and ask a question
about anything. She might have just
seen a provider and was told she had

a particular condition and wants to
be sure that she’s aware of all her
treatment options beyond what that
practitioner told her. Or maybe she
read something in the newspaper and
wants to know if she has it. Maybe
she’ll just want more specific information about a condition. She can ask
the professionals and volunteers at
the Resource Center any question she
has and get specific information.”
Women can also attend events such as
Women’s Health Night Out and the
Annual Women’s Health Day. In short,
the Resource Center is a woman’s link
to information — and to people who
are genuinely concerned about her
healthcare.
Gender-specific education for
healthcare professionals has also
become a concern for the Women’s
Health Program. To address this, the
Program reviewed and revised the
Medical School’s curricula, and offers
opportunities for continuing medical
education that focuses on women and
women’s health issues. For instance,
physicians and nurses can attend
lunchtime seminars about community
resources, screening tools and
diagnostic tools. They have access to a
manual that the Program created to
educate healthcare professionals

about working with people who are
in potentially dangerous situations.
“One of our jobs,” according to Tim
Johnson, “is to take people and
transform them, then send them out
to make a difference. We’re training
people at this Medical School to make
a difference. People see what’s going
on here. They see this Health System
transforming, and they suddenly
realize that they can go back where
they came from, take what’s taken us
five or six years to change, and then
they can change things much more
quickly where they are. Whether it’s
delivering babies in comfortable
rooms, or delivering babies underwater. All of these things are markers for
social and cultural change.”
“It’s an ongoing process,” Juliet
Rogers adds. “It won’t be finished for
who-knows-how-long.” m
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A Profound Impact on
Women’s Health
The Women’s Health Program made such a
profound impact with its programming and
its service to the community, that the U-M
Health System named it “1997 Program of
the Year.” That same year, the Program also
received national recognition when the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services
named the University a National Center of
Excellence in Women’s Health. This
designation meant that U-M was a model
women’s health center in five different areas:
clinical care, education, academic leadership,
women’s health research, and community
outreach and involvement.
“Certain things we follow all the way
through,” Rogers says. “Some are goals, some
are actual deliverables — from producing
original patient-education materials to
contributing to setting a national women’s
research agenda.”
Deidre S. Maccannon, M.D., co-director of
the National Center of Excellence in
Women’s Health at the University of
Michigan, says that women’s healthcare at
U-M is different because it’s “much more
woman-friendly. The linkages are established
with professionals who are sensitized to
women’s specific problems within those
specialties and not just to general care. So a
woman can move seamlessly through the
system, whether it’s for reproductive/
gynecologic care, primary care or psychiatric/
mental health care — the linkages are there.”
It’s ironic that the success and recognition of
the Women’s Health Program have also
benefited men by creating an environment
that produced outreach programs and
curricular opportunities designed for young
men. This surprising outgrowth was a
milestone in gender relations because, when
male students started asking why they didn’t
have something like the Women’s Health
Program, they were looking at the downside
of inequity with which women had been so
long familiar.

The problems with male-centric research are obvious. If investigators
don’t include women in drug trials, for example, the findings won’t
show — until it’s too late — whether or not a drug is safe or effective
for women, or if the drug might damage a fetus. So, the reasons that
researchers have given for excluding women from clinical trials are the
very reasons why they must include them.

The Shortcomings of
Male-Centric Research
For the most part, over the years, health
researchers have used male subjects in their
studies and excluded women. Why?
Investigators point out a number of reasons.
For one, it was hard to recruit and retain
women in clinical trials. Another reason was
the potential for a woman’s hormonal
changes to complicate a study’s results. Yet
another reason was that researchers not only
feared damaging a fetus, they also dreaded
the liability they faced if anything did happen
to a fetus. (Because of the concerns about
damaging a fetus, clinical trials excluded
women of childbearing age, until very
recently.)
The problems with male-centric research
are obvious. If investigators don’t include
women in drug trials, for example, the
findings won’t show — until it’s too late —
whether or not a drug is safe or effective for
women, or if the drug might damage a fetus.
So, the reasons that researchers have given
for excluding women from clinical trials are
the very reasons why they must include them.
In response to the challenge of finding
willing participants who also fit the

parameters of the trials, the Women’s Health
Program came up with a highly creative —
and original — solution: the Women’s
Health Registry (see page 35). In essence, it’s
a list that links research investigators to
women who have medical profiles that best
fit each study.
Dean Lichter realizes the vital role that the
Registry will play in research: “We have seen
so many advances that have been propelled
by the willingness of women to enter clinical
research trials, knowing that in some of these
trials they would not receive a direct benefit.
But they do know their sisters and daughters
and neighbors behind them will benefit. It’s a
wonderful testament to the commitment and
the courage of women to want to improve
their health status and the treatment of
diseases of women.”
The Women’s Health Registry is one more
pivotal step that typifies the long struggle
women have waged in the movement to
achieve equality in healthcare. And although
women haven’t reached the end of their
campaign, they have reached a point where
they are, however, not likely to be driven to
seek solace from the likes of Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. m

Lydia Pinkham had company in
pioneering improvements in
women’s health.
New York state physician who had practiced medicine quietly
with her father and, after his death, on her own, saw a way of
making an enduring impact on women’s health. Having never set
foot on the U-M campus, Elizabeth Bates, upon her death in 1898,
left a bequest to the Medical School to create a professorship in the
diseases of women and children, a decision based solely upon Michigan’s leadership
nearly 30 years earlier in opening medical education to women.

A

Bates’ foresight in establishing the endowment has strengthened women’s medicine at
Michigan for more than a century. Timothy R.B. Johnson, M.D., chair of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, is the current Bates Professor of Diseases of Women
and Children. m
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TheWomen’s Health Registry
he Women’s Health Registry — a database that’s
unique to U-M — is a list of women who’ve
volunteered themselves as potential research subjects.
The idea grew from the results of a survey that U-M
investigators used to identify obstacles that stood in the
way of women’s health research. Two prominent
responses were clear. One: People needed more funding.
Two: It was hard to find female subjects who fit the
studies and would commit themselves to participate
from beginning to end.

T

In response to the funding problem, the Women’s Health
Program centralized information that’s helpful to
investigators, creating a clearinghouse for funding
announcements. Previously, it was only by chance that
researchers got the right announcement at the right time.
The answer to the second problem — finding appropriate female subjects who were willing to participate and
stay to the end — took a bit more creativity.
It was obvious that women in the community were
interested in participating: of the 6,000 calls that the
Women’s Health Program gets each year, about 10
percent are women looking for research studies to
participate in. The Program also tried one week of local
advertising — on radio and in print media — and more
than 600 women enrolled in what became known
formally as the Women’s Health Registry. Since that first
effort, the number of women in the Registry has grown
to more than 900, about 800 of whom live within a
hundred miles of U-M. And because of the Registry’s
presence on the Web, there are volunteers from as far
away as Israel and Norway. Eleven investigators have
applied to use it in its pilot phase, and four have already
enrolled women to participate in their studies.

How the Registry Works
The Women’s Health Registry is a collaborative effort of
the U-M Center of Excellence in Women’s Health and
the Center for Clinical Investigation and Therapuetics, a
Medical School initiative. Together the team has devised
a system to qualify, sort and link volunteers and
investigators in the Registry database.

The potential subject simply fills out a form
that asks for demographic information and
health history. The number of women interested in volunteering — and the fact that
enrollment is free — has produced a registry
that houses a huge database of women with highly
diverse characteristics.
Investigators are required to apply, and a committee
reviews applications closely. Researchers have to
prove that they have funding to complete their
studies, then they must provide inclusion-exclusion
criteria that the Registry team can use to search the
database.
When a woman matches the criteria necessary for
entering an investigation, the Registry team sends a
letter saying she has qualified for the study. The letter
also contains a one-paragraph description on which the
woman must base her decision to be contacted or not.
The woman has 10 days to contact the Registry if she
wishes not to be contacted regarding this study. If the
woman decides to participate, the Registry releases her
name to the investigator.
At that point, the Registry withdraws from the process
– it becomes the investigator’s responsibility to do
additional screening and enrollment. But the investigator has to report every two weeks to tell the Registry
who has enrolled and who hasn’t, because if someone
chooses not to enroll, she goes right back into the pool.
If a woman does enroll, then she’s out of the pool until
that study is finished — a woman in the Registry can
participate in only one study at a time.
Juliet Rogers points out that investigators can’t use
information from the Registry as a random sample,
because it isn’t. “The point of it,” she says, “is to help
investigators find a proportion of their sample population.”
Privacy, of course, is a huge issue. Those who oversee
the Women’s Health Registry take every precaution to
meet — and sometimes surpass — the legal requirements for protecting each person’s privacy.
For more information about the Registry, call toll-free
at 1-877-220-0694 or visit the Registry Web site at
http://www.womenshealthregistry.org. m
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Where Have All

the

Teachers Gone?
In a World Where Research Is King,
Who Will Train the Next Generation of Physicians?

by John Barton

I

n an astonishing era when modern medical
research is taking gigantic leaps forward, a
prominent physician, author and historian
believes medical schools
should begin looking into
the past for help in educating the physicians of
the future.

“The learning
environment is
being eroded.”
—Kenneth M. Ludmerer
Medical Educator and
Historian

“We have the
resolve. We have
the will. We have
the resources,
and we have the
desire to solve
this problem.”
—Dean Allen S. Lichter
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“It has grown difficult to
reconcile teaching with
research,” Kenneth M.
Ludmerer, M.D., explained
to an attentive audience
in the Towsley Center for
Continuing Medical Education for the start of
Medical Education Day
2001. “The traditional
model is based on the notion that teaching and
research are interrelated, and the best teachers
are the best researchers. Before World War II,
there was a cohesiveness between teaching and
research, a harmony that we’ve almost forgotten
today.”
Ludmerer, a professor of medicine and history
at Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri,
was the keynote speaker in a day-long series of
discussion groups and displays involving “Challenges to Medical Education,” sponsored by the
University of Michigan Medical School and the
Medical Education Scholars Program on January
23. The Medical Education Scholars Program
enables clinical and basic science Medical School

faculty to pursue scholarship in medical education, to take on greater educational leadership, and to become more effective teachers.
“Medical education is an
extraordinarily complex
issue,” noted U-M Medical
School Dean Allen S.
Lichter (M.D. 1972), who
gave his enthusiastic support to the concept of a day
to focus the School’s attention on current issues
surrounding medical education. “In the beginning,
there was a sense of balance
in teaching, research and
Ludmerer
patient care. The things
being researched were the
things being taught. That has changed, and
some of the balance must be restored.
“The University of Michigan Medical School
has a long tradition of innovation and excellence, and we must show a willingness to
invest in our future. The fact is, we have the
resolve. We have the will. We have the resources,
and we have the desire to solve this problem.
We are going to make these things work.”
One of the major problems facing medical education, Ludmerer said, revolves around the
changing relationships between researchers,
teachers and patients. “There has been
a breakdown of the traditional borders between

Scott L. Furney (M.D. 1992),
Department of Internal Medicine,
makes a point during the
“Alternative Methods for
Supporting the Educational
Effort” panel discussion.
Panelists included (left to right)
Mary Ellen Bozynski, M.D.,
Department of Pediatrics and
Communicable Diseases; Lisa M.
Colletti (M.D. 1985, Residency
1991), Department of Surgery;
Furney; and Kent J. Sheets, Ph.D.,
Department of Family Medicine.
Photos by Lin Goings

disciplines,” he said, “and that has brought
a growing level of sophistication to our
research. It has also been one of the ironies
of our success that the patients are being
bypassed.
“Another issue has to do with the increasing pressure to be clinically productive. We
are losing our teachers because faculty are
being converted into full-time researchers.
The learning environment is being eroded.”
Larry D. Gruppen, Ph.D., served as moderator for the discussion, which began with
Ludmerer’s declaration that the University of
Michigan Medical School is “one of a relatively few schools that shows a genuine
interest in medical education.” Gruppen is
a professor in the Department of Medical
Education, director of the Office of Educational Resources and Research, and director
of the Medical Education Scholars Program.

Ludmerer is an eminent internist, medical
educator and historian of medicine. He
received his M.D. from the Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine. His first book, Genetics
and American Society, was published in 1972
and earned a spot on the Saturday Review’s
list of the year’s outstanding science books.
Gruppen

Members of the program planning committee included Robert M. Anderson, Ed.D.;
Joseph C. Fantone, M.D.; Cyril M. Grum,
M.D. (Residency 1983); Robert Lash, M.D.;
Kimberley D. Lowe; David T. Stern, M.D.,
Ph.D.; Paula Thompson; and William
Wilkerson, M.D.

Ludmerer’s second book, Learning to Heal,
dealt with the creation of America’s system
of medical education and was published in
1985. His latest book, Time to Heal, was
published in 1999 and examined the evolution of American medical education from
the turn of the century to the present era of
managed care. Both Learning to Heal and
Time to Heal were nominated for Pulitzer
Prizes. m

Following the initial presentations by
Ludmerer and Lichter, Gruppen hosted a
panel discussion on “Alternative Methods for
Supporting the Educational Effort.” Afternoon
sessions offered small-group workshops,
and a poster display describing medical education research and educational innovations
accompanied computer demonstrations.
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Studying Human Proteins Opens New Worlds
of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Possibilities

by Jeff Mortimer

beyond the

Photo: Martin Vloet

Sam Hanash and his U-M Colleagues Face Daunting
Challenges in Shaping Tomorrow’s Advances in Medicine

S

amir M. Hanash, M.D., (Ph.D. 1976), used to knock
on other people’s doors. Now they knock on his. They
also call, e-mail, fax and send letters to him. Once a
voice crying in the wilderness, there are times when
Hanash almost feels like crying out for the voices
coveting his time to stop.

tion methods and more effective treatments for several kinds of cancer. Not surprisingly, “Proteomics
is attracting substantial interest, not only on the part
of the NIH but also on the part of the private sector,” says Hanash. “Currently, proteomics can be
viewed as a multi-billion dollar industry.”

Hanash is a professor of pediatrics and communicable diseases at the University of Michigan Medical School, an attending physician in pediatric hematology/oncology at University Hospitals, and
director of several major research programs in
proteomics and related fields that have bloomed in
the biological sciences’ so-called “post-genome era.”
He is, in fact, one of only a handful of people in the
world with sufficient credentials in those
areas to be considered an authority on them, and
the advances in medicine that they will shape.

Proteomics is the study of an organism’s proteins
as a whole in order to better understand not only
how they work (or not) individually but also what
they do; the functions of most of them are still a
mystery. Proteins perform the tasks determined in
DNA and transmitted by RNA. “They are the functional component encoded for in the genome,” says
Hanash. A frequently used analogy likens the genes
to blueprints and the proteins to buildings, but the
imagery is far more static than the reality. Compared
to exploring the body’s proteins, the mapping of the
human genome was a snap, he says.

Although still in its relatively primitive stages — the
word itself was coined only seven years ago —
proteomics research has already led to better detec-
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“Deciphering the proteins in the human body is vastly
more complicated than sequencing the human
genome, because you can start at the beginning of

genome
the human genome, chromosome one, and go to
the end,” he says. “It’s a linear process. There’s no
linearity in the deciphering of protein information.
The proteins can change, and that’s what makes their
study even more daunting. Each gene, in principle,
makes an RNA, but that RNA can be translated into
proteins which get modified so that you have potentially tens of different proteins being made out of it.
It adds a lot of complexity.”
When Hanash first became interested in studying
proteins en masse, proteomics not only didn’t have
a name but barely existed as a concept. His primary
focus, then as now, was childhood cancer, and he
earned an M.D. from the American University of
Beirut, Lebanon, in 1972 and a Ph.D. in human
genetics from U-M four years later.
“I wasn’t satisfied with the amount of science behind
clinical practice,” Hanash says. “It was clear that
there was much more that needed to be discovered,
and at that time I was very attracted to human genetics. In the early ‘70s, I attended a congress on human
genetics in Paris, and in talking to different people it
was clear that Michigan had one of the best programs, so I decided to come here to get a Ph.D.
One thing led to another, and I ended up staying
here. It amazes me. I never thought I would be here
for more than just finishing my Ph.D., but the opportunities basically were there at every turning point.”
One, of course, was research. “I made a decision to
move from the study of one molecule, which in my
case was hemoglobin, to the analysis of protein
expression programs in the cell, which meant having
to analyze hundreds of proteins simultaneously,” he
recalls. “What got into me is that there is a need to
understand programs of gene expression that you cannot understand by looking at one molecule. You need
batteries of molecules to see how a trend in gene
expression might emerge. More importantly, most of
the proteins were unknown, and so by analyzing hundreds of proteins, the hope was that we would identify new proteins associated with many different types
of cell functions, from cell proliferation to differentiation. In my particular case, I was very much interested
in identifying proteins involved in cancer, such as novel
cancer markers and proteins that are messed up in
different types of cancer.

tions. “This represented quite a struggle,” he says.
“Most of the interest in the early 1980s was in
genomics and developing DNA technologies, as well
as in doing the sequencing of the human genome.
Although it was very difficult to obtain the necessary funding, we did manage during that difficult
period to convince the NIH to provide some of the
needed resources.”

Collaborations Lead to Industry Standards
The standard tool for studying proteins “was not
enough to do large-scale analysis,” he says. “What was
needed was the development, on the one hand, of computer tools to analyze such complex
images and, on the
Proteomics is the study of an
other hand, tools for
organism’s proteins as a whole
protein identificain order to better understand
tion, because a lot
not only how they work (or not)
of the proteins are
individually but also what they
present in the
do; the functions of most of
tiniest amount. Then
them are still a mystery.
we needed to
develop procedures
that allowed us to
extract that tiny amount of protein and to identify the
nature of each one of those hundreds of proteins.”
Working with computer scientists, Hanash and his
colleagues created software for image analysis.
Working with LKB Sciences (later LKB Pharmacia),
a private company, they developed the next generation of two-dimensional separation technology, called
IPG (for “immobilized pH gradients”), which became
the worldwide standard. Working with scientists at
Michigan State University, they linked protein separation with protein identification through the use of
mass spectrometry, which has also become the “
industry standard” in proteomics.

“At that time, this was going against the grain,” he
says. “Scientists were interested in going in depth
in their studies of any given molecule, and to propose to simultaneously analyze hundreds of molecules was just not fashionable whatsoever.”

Now, he says, “the struggles of the past are bearing
fruit. Attention is shifting to the functional analysis
of the genome, and the proteins are the most functional component encoded for. It used to be perceived in a negative fashion, that Sam Hanash is
studying hundreds of proteins and where is that
going? All of a sudden, it has become somewhat of
a requirement, in the post-genome era, to be able
to utilize technologies that can capture thousands
of genes and thousands of proteins simultaneously.”
A cancer proteomics symposium he participated in
at the annual meeting of the American Association
for Cancer Research this April in New Orleans attracted some 2000 people.

Nonetheless, he kept knocking on doors, painstakingly raising money to develop the tools he needed
— “which were just not there” — to answer his ques-

Once captured, the secrets they so grudgingly yield
open up new worlds of diagnostic and therapeutic
possibilities. “A lot of our activities now have ➤
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to do with integrating information from the genomic
level to the RNA level to the protein level,” he says.
“This type of approach is currently being funded to
allow the identification of new markers for cancer,
which would lead to earlier diagnosis as well as
screening on a large scale, and the development of
novel classification schemes for cancer, with the idea
that if we can characterize a cancer through the analysis of the thousands of proteins and the thousands
of genes expressed in it, we can much better define
how that cancer could respond to different therapies
that are currently available, make the most appropriate choice of therapy, and at the same time be able
to identify novel pathways and molecules involved
in cancer, which may lead to new therapies.” Hanash
and his team have obtained substantial funding from
the National Cancer Institute to implement this
approach for lung, colon and ovarian cancer.
One example is the work of David Beer, Ph.D., a professor of surgery and radiation oncology who is in
charge of the lung tumor component, funded by the
National Cancer Institute, of the molecular classification of tumors headed by Hanash. “He has been able
to identify, with the application of this technology, two
subgroups of a certain type of lung cancer that have
very different clinical behaviors and outcomes,” says
Hanash. “This is incredibly interesting because you
could use this technology to tailor the treatment based
on the profiles that you have seen and say this person
needs more aggressive treatment and that person may
require less. We have also seen similar kinds of differences in profile between patients with brain tumors.
We’re very excited about that.”

“We‘ve been able to identify a large number
of genes and also some specific proteins which
seem to distinguish tumors which have a bad
p r o g n o s i s f r o m o n e s t h at h av e a g o o d
prognosis.”
— David Beer

Hanash describes this process as “mining the genes
that tell us something about cancer,” but the same
picks and shovels can be used to attack other diseases. “I’m helping set up a consortium of investigators who want to use the very same technologies
we are using for cancer to shed light on cystic fibrosis, a children’s disease,” he says. “I’ve also worked
with a group headed by Ron Koenig, professor of
internal medicine at U-M on a proposal to the NIH to
use a similar strategy for diabetes, kidney disease
and digestive disorders which got funded.”
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David Beer

He and his colleagues are not alone in their excitement.
“Funding in the area of proteomics is likely to skyrocket
in the next few years,” he says. “Right now, we are
inundated with offers of different kinds, ranging from
private sector groups wanting to simply fund part of
the operation in the lab through collaborative agreements, to others who want to spin off biotechnology
companies.”

Will Michigan Maintain Its Pioneering Lead?
While U-M had a head start, thanks in part to
Hanash’s work, it is by no means clear that it will be
at or near the top of the heap when the dust settles.
“There’s a lot of jockeying going on,” he says. “In
the Midwest, just about all the Big Ten institutions
have plans to develop life science initiatives and initiatives in the post-genome era in general, from
proteomics to bioengineering to bioinformatics. It
would be fair to say that who the leaders are going
to be is still up for grabs. It’s going to depend on
institutions putting in a lot of resources, developing
a lot of talent and developing structures that allow
much more integration between the physical sciences and the medical sciences than has ever been
done before.”
It’s also, in his view, going to depend on stronger
ties between the academic and corporate arenas.
“There isn’t a strong tradition at Midwest institutions
of substantial partnerships with the private sector,”
says Hanash. “Those types of dealing seem to gravitate to the East Coast and the West Coast. It’s been
very difficult to try to do that here, and it’s going to
take more than getting NIH funding. It’s going to take
building the infrastructure that can deal not just with
the traditional academic venues but also with the
corporate world, and developing effective strategies
to move the research from the discovery phase to
the translation phase.”

“…it’s going to depend on… developing structures
that allow much more integration between the
physical sciences and the medical sciences than
has ever been done before.” — Sam Hanash
The ferment in Hanash’s life mirrors the ferment in the
field. On one recent trip, he traveled from Ann Arbor to
Boston to meet with a company there for two hours,
flew from there to Tampa for a meeting organized by
the National Cancer Institute, from there to Japan to
give a talk at an international meeting, from there to
San Diego to give a talk at the Experimental Biology
2000 meeting, from there to Paris to meet with collaborating investigators on a project, from there to
Washington for another NCI workshop, and then back
to Ann Arbor, all in the space of 10 days.
The irony of his newfound status is not lost on him.
“You bang on so many doors and there’s no response
and now all you have to do is sit back and wait for all
the offers to come,” he says. “It’s quite a dramatic
change. This is something I would only have dreamed
of 10 years ago, but I’m realizing that with success,
you have new challenges. How to manage the success is very important. How to maintain your sanity
through all of this is very important. And how to
please everybody is incredibly challenging, because
all of a sudden you find yourself having to say ‘no’ to
a lot of people.”

Always “Yes” to Children’s Research
He always says “yes” to children, however. Maintaining both a practice and several major research
programs, in addition to all the other activities that
keep him in the air so much of the time, is more
than a bit of a stretch, but Hanash still manages to
keep his eyes on the prize. It’s not just his relatively
sudden cachet that’s ironic, but the fact that it’s come
to a specialist in pediatrics, not usually regarded as
the locus of high-profile research.
“I’ve been doing research on childhood diseases for
20-some years now,” he says. “The patients that we
take care of are not great advocates for the types of
disorders that they have, so they are dependent on
others being the advocates for them. They don’t have
the equivalent of a Norman Schwarzkopf having prostate cancer and then going on TV and saying, ‘I want
you to support prostate cancer research.’ From a
public health point of view, childhood diseases have
not amounted to a whole lot.”
Being hitched to Hanash’s star might not change that,
but it can’t hurt. It has been both his great gift and his
good fortune to focus on work that “travels” well and
is thus likely to attract resources. As he says, “When
you apply for funding to do research on a rare childhood disease, as opposed to a common disease that
represents a major public health problem, the science
could be the same but the impact is different.”

Ah, yes, the science. Through it all, the lean times
and the prosperous, the triumphs and disappointments, his passion for the science has sustained him,
and still does.
“There’s nothing that’s more exciting than the discovery process itself,” he says. “The most exquisite
aspect of it is the eureka part, being in front of the
machine or talking to the post-doc or getting the
results printed and having it hit you in the face, ‘Aha,
it looks like I may have found a marker for lung cancer.’ This is something between you and yourself.
Nobody else is passing judgment on it, nobody else
is elevating it to some other level. It’s that one short
moment when the neurons get fired up and you see
something.”
It’s a little like infatuation, and it doesn’t last much
longer than that condition, either. “Once you make
this initial discovery, however modest or however
exciting it is, turning it into something that is practically useful can be an extremely elusive goal,” he
says. “You have to apply for funds, you have to compete with others, you have to demonstrate it in the
form of something that goes
into the literature, then you
have to design other kinds of
experiments. All of a sudden,
Although still in its
what seemed like a neat idea
r e l at i v e ly
primitive
becomes a bureaucratic prostages — the word itself
cess. You may be very excited
was coined only seven
about it, but somebody else
years ago — proteomics
who doesn’t have your line of
research has already
work dear to their heart may
led to better detection
be totally indifferent to it, and
methods and more effecyou have to convince those
tive treatments for sevwho are indifferent what
eral kinds of cancer.
you’re excited about and try to
get them excited. The downside is the drudgery of it all.”
But another upside is how much remains to be learned,
more than enough to keep Hanash supplied with
“eureka moments” for the rest of his career. All those
proteins that he tracks down, identifies and analyzes
“are not proceeding either independently of each other
or dependently in just one direction,” he says. “Information does go from DNA to RNA to protein, but information goes back from protein to DNA that affects RNA.
It becomes a very complicated circuit. By the end of
the 21st century, we’ll still have a lot to learn about
how the circuit is connected.” ➤
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Cancer Biomarkers,
Molecular Profiles May Improve Chances
for Early Diagnosis and Treatment
Nana Lee is a researcher with a mission. Like a
gunslinger in an old Western movie who’s tracking the man who shot his pa, Lee is after the disease that claimed her mother’s life in 1997.
“It’s not just science but also a personal project,”
says Lee, a post-doctoral fellow in internal medicine who is part of the colon cancer profiling
research team in Eric Fearon’s laboratory. “It’s
something that drives me with my work.”
“They took out her whole colon but they didn’t
know, they couldn’t tell me, if it might have
metastasized,” she recalls. “It was just a big question mark. They said it might have spread to
the lymph nodes, but they weren’t sure; it was
tricky to diagnose. Eleven months later, they
said it had spread to her liver. She died a
couple of months after that. I knew that if we
had had the tools to diagnose if it had metastasized sooner, things would have been a lot
different. Now one of my goals in life is to
come up with something like that.”

pathology and internal medicine, is a practicing
surgical pathologist with a subspecialty
expertise in gynecological cancer diagnosis. “I
spend much of my life dealing with these kinds
of tumors,” she says. “It’s exciting for me to get
beyond the microscopic appearance of these
tumors and begin to evaluate their molecular profiles. I’m optimistic it’s going to take us way
beyond what we’ve been able to do with just
microscopic appearance alone.”
For Cho, too, early diagnosis is the holy grail. “It’s
been a huge problem [with ovarian cancer],” she
says. “Tumors tend to present very late in the

That would be the long-term goal, to develop
screening tools that would allow you to identify patients with low-stage ovarian cancer by
doing some sort of simple, minimally invasive
test, like a pap smear for uterine cancer, that’s
convenient and not frightening or costly.”

Good Prognosis, Bad Prognosis:
Genes and Proteins Tell the Story
The lung cancer profiling team is headed by
David Beer, Ph.D., associate professor of surgery and radiation oncology.

As Lee was finishing her Ph.D. in biochemistry at the University of Toronto, she learned
about the colon molecular profiling project at
Michigan, headed by Eric Fearon, M.D., Ph.D.,
and Stephen Gruber, M.D, Ph.D., “and I just

lee

fearon

clinical course, with
high-stage disease. If
“Instead of 1,000 samples and five variables, we have
they present with low100 samples and 7,000 variables. This changes the game in
stage disease, they
fundamental ways. Old methodologies don’t apply.”
can often be cured
—George Michailidis
with surgery alone or
surgery and chemotherapy, but if they
present with highjumped on that. I came here last September stage, they’re very difficult to cure with the treatbecause they had a great program and I wanted ment modalities we have currently.
to study genomics and proteomics of colon can“The job now is to ferret out, among the huncer and help find a way to use this information to
dreds of proteins and thousands of genes
improve clinical practice.”
we’re looking at, which of those individual
While not as personal, similar passions inflame molecules may be the most predictive in
other researchers working on the cancer determining a particular tumor’s biological
molecular profiling project. Kathleen R. Cho, M.D., behavior,” says Cho. “If we can identify genes
the principal investigator of the ovarian profiling that are very highly expressed specifically in
cancer project and an associate professor of ovarian cancer that might be, for example,
secreted into the blood, we could develop a
simple blood test to enhance early diagnosis.
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“We’re trying to determine whether we can
identify the genes and the proteins which are
associated with a poor clinical outcome in
early-stage lung cancer,” says Beer. “Most of
the patients who have stage-one lung cancer
will do well, but about 25 percent will have a
poor clinical outcome.”
So far, so good, says Beer. “We’ve been able to
identify a large number of genes and also some
specific proteins which seem to distinguish
tumors which have a bad prognosis from ones
that have a good prognosis,” he says. “The
proteomics studies are aimed at trying to
distinguish not only patient prognosis but also the
types of proteins which are potentially unique or
highly expressed in tumors with different clinical
features, such as invasive characteristics, and
also the proteins that are associated with the
ability to metastasize to local lymph nodes.”

by Jeff Mortimer

In an enterprise energized by connections and collaboration,
the fields of computer technology, statistics, medicine and the physical sciences
converge on research into several kinds of cancer
For example, he says, “You could look at two
different tumors under the microscope and you
can’t tell the difference between them, but the
genes that are expressed and the proteins that
are encoded by those genes are expressed differently. Careful quantitation of the levels of
those proteins, as well as their identification,
gives us a tool to try to distinguish tumors in a
way that you just can’t determine by looking
at the tumor histologically.”
The day when such tools are clinically available may not be far off. “It will probably start
showing up fairly soon,” Beer says. “We’ve

kuick

“We barely had machines to do this work back
then, of course,” says Kuick. “It was only at the
very end of the 1980s that computer windowing
systems permitted spot detection and quantification algorithms to allow a user to work with
many, many images and get this work done. To
make even marker discovery work, there’s a lot
of image analysis involved. The images have to
be obtained and spots measured with algorithms
and spots between different patterns matched
with algorithms, so just obtaining the data is a
bit of an engineering and computer science task.”

taylor

identified those genes and proteins which are
of interest and may be useful. The next step
will be to bring this to the clinic to test it in a
prospective manner by taking many more earlystage tumor patients and repeating this study
that we’ve just done with nearly a hundred and
see if the markers that we’ve identified truly
do define their prognosis.”

A New Way of Doing the Numbers
The “careful quantitation” to which Beer
refers is founded on the work of a team of
statisticians and image analysts headed by
Jeremy Taylor, Ph.D., professor of biostatistics
in the U-M School of Public Health, and including Sharon Kardia, Ph.D., assistant professor
of epidemiology there; George Michailidis,
Ph.D., assistant professor of statistics; Kerby
Shedden, assistant professor of statistics; and
Rork Kuick, M.A., a statistician who has worked
on genomic and proteomic quantitative analysis for a number of years.

kardia

michailidis

The field of statistics, as well as medicine and
science, has benefited from the challenges
involved. “Some of these new technologies
require new methodologies in order to look at
the data and extract the most out of them,”
says Michailidis. “What you would like to do
is make these comparisons and see which
genes have changed significantly. One of the
important statistical calculations is to quantify precisely what you mean by significant difference. Say a normal tumor sample is 1 and
we find one whose expression level is 1.1.
Is that a significant expression? If it went from
1 to 15, you’d say this is really large, but from
1 to 1.1, is it such a big difference or not? That’s
where statistics come in, to see if differential
expression is really there.”

Moreover, he adds, “The data are fairly noisy.
It’s a complicated technology and there are lots
of sources of errors, so you need to correct for
as many of these errors as possible to see if
you really have a significant difference or not.
If you have, then you go to the next stage and
try to learn more things about these changes.”
Project statisticians are also working with a
relatively small number of samples, due to the
cost and difficulty of obtaining them.
Michailidis says this “leads to a totally new
paradigm in statistics. Usually what we have
are fairly large samples and a few variables;
this is the other way around from what we
are used to. Instead of 1,000 samples and
five variables, we have 100 samples and
7,000 variables. This changes the game in
fundamental ways. Old methodologies don’t
apply. It becomes fairly exciting because
there is a lot of room for new ideas.”
The entire biomarker enterprise is energized by connections and collaborations,
not only among medical specialties but also
between medicine and other disciplines.
The project’s individual actors are intrigued
by the whole that their parts comprise. “To
be honest, I don’t understand the underlying science that well,” says Michailidis,
“but I’m brushing up on my biology.”
Says Cho, “I’m absolutely turned on by this.
It’s been a great opportunity to collaborate with
other investigators doing similar work with
other tumor systems.”
The mission that unites them is finding out
more. As Beer says, “The more we learn, the
more new targets we can potentially uncover
for both diagnosis and therapy.” m
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Medicine at Michigan
“Moments in Medicine at Michigan” is
a new feature that will appear from time
to time as a way of providing readers
with a thoughtful glimpse into the lives
and perspectives of representatives of
the remarkable group of young men and
women who make up the student body
of the Medical School today. Many of
the first interviews, including this one
of Karen Fauman, were conducted by
Danielle Turner when she was a student
intern in the office of the editor of Medicine at Michigan. Turner herself, who
appears on the cover of this issue, will
begin her own medical studies at Michigan in the fall.

moments
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M O M E N T S

Karen Fauman is a first-year Inteflex student
in the Medical School and a U-M graduate in
theater and drama.

“I went into theater knowing that I
wanted eventually to become a physician. At first I thought they were separate interests, but as I studied theater, I
found a lot of connections between that
part of myself and the reasons I wanted
to do medicine. Being in theater, I spent a lot of
time learning about the ways people present
themselves, the way body language can speak a
“You can be the greatest
thousand times more powerfully than words. I
scientist in the world, but
would be in an acting class where ‘anything goes,’
if you can’t make a patient
and all the awkwardness associated with not
comfortable…you aren’t
knowing someone or being in unfamiliar territory
doing that patient a whole
would just disappear. I appreciate the imporlot of good.”
tance of science in medicine, but I think my practice will have less to do with science and more to
do with interacting. You can be the greatest scientist in the world, but if you can’t make a patient comfortable enough to tell you about their personal life,
about a drug habit, about their sexuality, well, then,
you aren’t doing that patient a whole lot of good, no
matter how well you did on your biochemistry final.”
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Oba’s Crown
African, Nigerian, Yoruba
Cloth with multi-colored
beadwork and yellow
feathers
Gift of Dr. James and
Vivian Curtis

Class Notes
years since he returned to his hometown of Buenos Aires, Argentina,
using mainly common, inexpensive
vitamins and non-toxic substances
known for many years and readily
available. Before his return to Argentina, Montes spent 25 years in academic dermatology in the U.S., most
of that time as a member of the dermatology faculty at the University of
Alabama in Birmingham.

1940s

Vivian and James Curtis

James Curtis (M.D. 1946) and his
wife, Vivian, who earned her degree
in social work from the University of Michigan, made
gifts to the U-M Museum of
Art in 1996 and 2000 of sculptures and artifacts they collected from various West
African areas over a period
of 30 years, as well as a number of contemporary paintings. The entire collection is
valued at more than $1.5 million. A display which opened
April 5 in the Museum’s
James L. and Vivian A. Curtis
Gallery of African and African American Art, entitled “African
Art of Dual Worlds, Material and Spiritual,” includes
more than 30 pieces from
the Curtis collection. Curtis
is retired director of psychiatry of the Harlem Hospital
Center, a Columbia University teaching hospital, and
retired clinical professor of
psychiatry in Columbia’s
College of Physicians and
Surgeons.

1950s
Leopoldo F. Montes (Residency
1959) is the author of Vitiligo Nutritional Therapy (Westhoven Press,
Buenos Aires, 1999). The book describes
Montes’ experience with the management of vitiligo (the appearance
of white patches on the skin due to
simple loss of pigment) in the 15
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1960s
William J. Hall (M.D. 1965) is the
new president of the American College
of Physicians-American Society of
Internal Medicine. He assumed the
office in March during the organization’s annual session in Atlanta,
Georgia. Hall is chief of the general
medicine/geriatrics unit and director
of the division of geriatrics at the University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry, Strong Memorial
Hospital, in Rochester, New York. The
membership of ACP-ASIM comprises
more than 115,000 internal medicine
physicians and medical students.
Eugene Rontal (M.D. 1967), an
otolaryngologist in
private practice in
Farmington Hills, is
the author of Sterile
Justice , a medical
thriller involving a doctor accused of malpractice who dies under
mysterious circumstances. The book’s
publisher is SterlingHouse in Pittsburgh. It
may be ordered by phone at (800) 8987886 or on-line at sterlinghouse
publisher.com.

Illinois. Before
joining Rush as
senior vice president in 1998,
Goodman was
medical director of Cook
County Hospital.
His research
Larry Goodman
has focused on
infectious diseases, particularly gastrointestinal infections. He has also
written extensively about medical
student issues such as curricula and
how students select a specialty for
residency training.

1980s
Edward J. “Lev” Linkner (M.D.
1974), a practicing physician in Ann
Arbor, played a leading role in the
development of the American Board
of Holistic Medicine’s first certification examination, which was created
by the Board (of which Linkner was a
founding member six years ago) and
co-sponsored by the Department of
Family Medicine at the University of
Colorado School of Medicine. Almost
300 physicians were founding diplomats of the new specialty. The next
ABHM course and exam will be offered
in November in conjunction with the
University of Minnesota Medical
School. Linkner can be reached at
elinkner@pol.net.

Lives Lived
William Warner Coon, M.D. (Residency 1956), U-M professor emeritus
of surgery, died in Ann Arbor October 5, 2000, of leukemia. He was 75.
After earning his M.D. from Johns
Hopkins in 1949, Coon served as
chief of surgery at the U.S. Army Hospital in Augsburg, Germany, before
completing his surgical residency and
joining the U-M faculty in 1956. He
was appointed professor in 1967 and
became a professor emeritus in 1996
after 40 years on the faculty. Coon
also served as assistant director of
the Clinical Research Unit from 1962

Class
1970s

Larry J. Goodman (M.D. 1976) has
been appointed dean of Rush Medical College at Rush-Presbyterian-St.
Luke’s Medical Center in Chicago,
Illinois. He is the 15th head of Rush,
which was chartered in 1837 as the
first college of medicine in

to 1997 and as chair of the Medical
School’s Institutional Review Board
for 25 years. His commitment to education was recognized by the establishment of the annual William W.
Coon Award for Excellence in Resident Teaching in the Department of
Surgery. He received a Distinguished
Service Award from the U-M Medical Center Alumni Society in 1997.
In the last 20 years of his career,
Coon, who continued seeing patients
until a few months before his death,
was involved primarily in caring for
patients with cancer, especially those
with breast cancer and melanoma.
Contributions in Coon’s memory may
be made to the William W. Coon,
M.D. Surgical Oncology Patient Care
Fund, Office of Medical Development
and Alumni Relations, 301 E. Liberty St.,
Suite 300, Ann Arbor, MI 48104-2251.
Mark A. Hayes (M.D. 1940) died
December 5, 1999, in North Haven,
Connecticut, at age 85. Born in Bay
City, he served during World War II
as a Navy surgeon in the South Pacific
and, after moving to New Haven in
1952, practiced surgery there for
nearly 30 years. Hayes was a former
professor of surgery at Yale Medical
School, past president of the Connecticut Society of the American Board
of Surgeons and past president of the
Frederick A. Coller Surgical Society, as
well as a member of numerous other
medical organizations.
George Edward Wantz (M.D. 1946)
died on December 15, 2000, at his
home on the Upper East Side of Manhattan. He was 77. At his death, he
was a clinical professor of surgery at

Weill Medical College of Cornell University and an attending surgeon at
New York Weill Cornell Medical Center, where he had worked for more
than 50 years. He enjoyed an international reputation for his innovations in hernia surgery, and his technique was outlined in several textbooks including the Illustrated Atlas
of Hernia Surgery. In 1994 he gave
his remarkable collection of antiquarian books, many of them on the subject of hernia repair and anatomy, to
the U-M Taubman Medical Library,
and in 1997 he presented to the U-M
Medical School’s Historical Center for
the Health Sciences his outstanding
collection of 70 antique surgical and
medical instruments. As part of his
estate plan, he established the
George E. Wantz Professorship in the
History of Medicine in the U-M Medical School, held by the director of the
Historical Center for the Health Sciences. The professorship was inaugurated in June with Howard Markel,
M.D., Ph.D., as its first holder.
Jerome Earl Webber (M.D. 1935)
died in Grand Rapids on December
16, 2000. He was 91 years old. During his 44 years in practice, from 1939
to 1983, he served as chief of pediatrics at Blodgett Memorial Hospital
and Mary Free Bed Hospital. He
served on the board of the D.A.
Blodgett Home for Children for many
years and the family clinic there is
named in his honor. He also served
two terms on the East Grand Rapids
Board of Education. He served in the
U.S. Navy for four years during World
War II and was the recipient of a
Bronze Star.

Russell T. Woodburne (Ph.D.
1935), professor emeritus and former
chair of anatomy in the University of
Michigan Medical School, died April
11 in Ann Arbor. He was 96 years old.
Woodburne devoted his entire career
to teaching, research and service in
the U-M Medical School. He began
teaching U-M medical students in
1936 as an instructor in anatomy and
continued until his retirement in
1975. He was a gifted and enthusiastic teacher who introduced thousands of medical students to human
anatomy during his long and productive career and was known internationally as the author of one of the
first regional anatomy texts, which
represented a new approach to
teaching. He made many original
contributions to the field, including
many fundamental anatomical
descriptions of areas that had previously been poorly described. He
joined the Medical School’s anatomy
faculty as an instructor in 1936 and
was promoted to assistant professor
in 1939, associate professor in 1944
and professor in 1947. Woodburne
served as department chair from
1958 until 1973. He retired from
active faculty status and was named
professor emeritus in 1975. His
influence on medical students continues today through his textbook,
Essentials of Human Anatomy, now
in its ninth edition, co-authored with
William E. Burkel, Ph.D., professor
of cell and developmental biology in
the Medical School. m

Notes

http://www.med.umich.edu/medschool/mcado
Want to locate classmates or other graduates of the University of Michigan Medical School? Want classmates and other
graduates of the Medical School to be able to locate you? Try the popular feature, “Search Alumni Doctors,” on the Medical
School’s Web site. It’s a listing of those who have chosen to provide information about themselves for the site.
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The 83 Annual
Galens Smoker
“A brand of psychotherapy all its own”

A

s members of “the first genuine class of the
new millennium,” Smoker “czars” Jeremy
Kaplan, Naz Siddiqui, Doug Franzen and Megan
Schimpf proclaimed the 83rd annual Galens Smoker
“unique amongst its peers, unthreatened by an actors’
or writers’ strike, and providing a brand of psychotherapy all its own.”
Wildly appreciative audiences at “Guys and Dolls’ Eyes,”
drawn from classical Broadway fare written by Frank
Loesser (and others), got total mental health overhauls
at Lydia Mendelssohn Theatre on April 20-21 as they
followed the machinations — medical, moral and other
— of a cast of Smoker characters portraying U-M Medical School students and faculty reacting to the arrival
of a producer and his crew vying to come up with the
winning idea for a medical version of a “Survivor”-type
TV show. Replete with romance, dramatic tension,
social issues, dental dams and the Ortho Boys, “Guys
and Dolls’ Eyes” also contained a cameo appearance
by Medical School icon Neil Noland of the Office of
Student Programs.

(Above) Tina Barkley, Sara Chakel, James Broome,
and Suzy Tosh

(Above) Sara Chakel, Evan Ellis, Aaron Anderson, Dan Becker,
Josh Buckler, and Alicia Arnold

This year the Silver Shovel award, a tradition begun in
1937 by J. Robert Willson to “honor” popular teacher
Fred Hodges, was presented to Raj Mangrulkar of
Internal Medicine by last year’s winner, pathologist
Andrew Flint.
Viki Jewell

Director Czars
Jeremy Kaplan
Naz Siddiqui
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Producer Czars
Doug Franzen
Megan Schimpf

Musical Director
Matt Ubell

Dance Demi-Czars
Elise Georgi
Viki Jewell
Penny Vongsvivut

Sarah Bradley

Guest Choreographers
Aaron Anderson
Anita Lopes
Nersi Nikakhtar

Leo Moschouris

Photos: Martin Vloet

Dylan Cooper

Naz Siddiqui

John Ammori

Aisha Davis and Anita Lopes

Fame (Reprise)

(Left to right) Jeremy Kaplan, Brian Eisner and Veena Shankaran

(Below) Neil Noland and Jeff Gaines

I’m gonna be a doctor,
I’m gonna learn how to
cure. (Sure!)
I feel it coming together,
My actions and motives
are pure. (Fame!)
I’m gonna make attending,
Treating the sick and the
lame. (Fame!)
I’m gonna be a doctor,
Baby remember my name!
A doctor, a doctor, a doctor...
Fame!

(Above) Josh Bess and Karen Fauman

(Left to right) Casey Tinianow, Eugene Greenstein,
and Chris Consilvio
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Lim

In the Limelight

James O. Woolliscroft Named First
Roll Professor of Medicine

It was during the long illness of Lyle C. Roll, for a quarter-century the head of the
Kellogg Company, that his wife, Marguerite S. Roll, came to know the University of
Michigan Health System and to appreciate the care of its physicians, especially James
O. Woolliscroft, M.D. (Residency 1980), who served as physician to both Lyle Roll,
who died in 1984, and to Marguerite, who died in 1996.
Photo: D.C. Goings

A generous gift from the estate of Mrs. Roll, in memory
of her husband, established in the U-M Medical School
the Lyle C. Roll Program for Humane Medical Practice in
support of numerous medical research and educational
efforts, as well as a professorship for the director of the
Program. On March 29 at the Michigan League, the Lyle
C. Roll Professorship was inaugurated, and James O.
Woolliscroft was installed as the first Roll Professor of
Medicine.
Marguerite Roll was especially interested in advancing
medical teaching and research that focuses on the importance of the doctor-patient relationship, especially the
humaneness and compassion that incorporate an understanding of the whole patient. It is to these non-biomedical aspects of medicine that the Lyle C. Roll Program for
the Humane Practice of Medicine is dedicated.
Woolliscroft, after completing internship and residency
training in internal medicine at U-M, joined the Medical
School faculty in 1980, achieved the rank of professor in
1993, and was selected as the first Josiah Macy Jr. Professor of Medical Education, an
endowed professorship awarded by the Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation of New York City
in 1996.

James Woolliscroft and Gil Omenn

Throughout his academic career, Woolliscroft has been an institutional leader in the
application of educational theory to physician education. He has served as associate
chair of Undergraduate Education in the Department of Internal Medicine, chief of
clinical affairs of the University of Michigan Hospitals, and as assistant dean for clinical
affairs in the Medical School. In 1998 he was appointed associate dean and director
of Graduate Medical Education and, in 1999, was named executive associate dean of
the Medical School.
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melight
John O.L. DeLancey
(M.D. 1977, Residency 1981), Norman
F. Miller Professor of
Gynecology, received
the first Uro-Gynecologist of the Year
Aw a rd f r om t h e
National Association
for Continence. The
not-for-profit
organization’s goal is
to be the leading source of education, advocacy
and support to the public and to the health
professional about incontinence and its
causes, prevention, diagnosis, treatments and
management alternatives.

Douglas Gelb, M.D.,
Ph.D., clinical associate professor of
neurology, was presented the Distinguished Neurology
Teacher Award by
the American Neurological Association
at its annual meeting
in Boston recently.
Gelb directs the neurology clerkship, in which
all medical students take part, and is active in
resident education in the Department; he has
received student teaching awards for both roles.
He also has developed and tested an interactive
computer tutorial for teaching the principles
of neuroanatomical localization and was
named one of the first U-M Medical Education
Scholars.

Sid Gilman, M.D.,
William J. Herdman
Professor of Neurology, chair of the
Department of Neurology, and the director of the Michigan
Alzheimer’s Disease
Research Center,
delivered in March
the 2001 Henry Russel
Lectureship, the highest honor the University
bestows upon a senior member of its faculty.
While the primary criterion for the award is
excellent scholarship, those chosen also are outstanding citizens of the University who have
amassed exemplary records of teaching,
mentoring and service.
Jeffrey B. Halter, M.D.,
professor of internal
medicine and director
of the U-M Geriatrics
Center, received the
prestigious Donald P.
Kent Award from the
Gerontological Society
of America. This annual
award is given to a
GSA member who best
exemplifies the highest standards for professional leadership in gerontology through teaching, service and interpretation of gerontology
to the larger society.

Terence A. Joiner,
M.D. (Residency 1985),
clinical assistant professor II in pediatrics
and communicable
diseases, was one of 46
physicians selected
nationwide by medical
students for the 2000
Association of American Medical Colleges’
Humanism in Medicine Award. Joiner runs the
Marshall H. Becker Memorial Clinic in
Ypsilanti for lower socioeconomic children.
Joiner was selected for providing compassionate care for children and serving as a model for
activism in the community.

Richard D. Judge,
M.D. (Residency 1957),
clinical professor of
internal medicine,
received a Lifetime
Achievement Award
from the American
Academy of Arts and
Sciences and a Laureate
Medal from the Smithsonian Institute for his development of interactive, computerized educational tutorials. The
programs, called CARDIAX, have been part of
the Internal Medicine curriculum for seven
years and are now distributed internationally.
Josef Miller, Ph.D.,
Lynn and Ruth
Townsend Professor
of Otolaryngology
and an adjunct professor in psychology
at U-M, was presented
with the Gold Medal
Honor Award at a
meeting in March of
the Prosper Meniere
Society in Aspen. Miller’s award cites his contributions to the basic science of inner ear disorders, including neutrophic factors, auditory
hair cell protection and delivery of gene therapy
to the inner ear. Miller directs the Cochlear Signals and Tissue Engineering Laboratory at the
Kresge Hearing Research Institute, where he was
director from 1984 to 1999, serves as director of
the Center for Communication Disorders, and
also holds a professorship at the Karolinska
Institute in Stockholm, Sweden. ➤
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Carlos L. Moreno,
M.D., anesthesiology house officer III,
is chair-elect of the
Resident Component Section of the
American Society of
Anesthesiologists.
His responsibilities
in the two-year post
will include leading the annual ASA Resident
Component House of Delegates meeting;
chairing two annual meetings of the Resident
Governing Council; organizing communication between the Resident Governing Council, the ASA Board of Directors and residency
programs nationwide; representing the ASA
at national conferences; and establishing
projects that promote the specialty of anesthesiology to medical students.
Karin Muraszko,
M.D., associate
professor of pediatrics and communicable diseases and of surgery, and chief of
pediatric neurosurgery, recently
received a Certificate of Appreciation
from the Council for Disability Concerns.
Muraszko was recognized for her outstanding
humanitarian activities, including heading a
neurosurgical team for medical missions to
Guatemala. She also has received the Presidential Award from the American Academy of
Cerebral Palsy and was appointed to the
National Advisory Board of the March of
Dimes. At the U-M Medical School, she has
served on a committee evaluating admission
criteria for students with disabilities.

Kenneth J. Pituch
(M.D. 1981, Residency 1985), clinical
associate professor
II in pediatrics and
communicable diseases, was presented
with the 2000 Professional Education
Project Award from
the American Academy of Pediatrics in Chicago recently. The award is given for a teaching
technique called the brief structured observation, a way for physicians to give focused
feedback to medical students or residents in
busy clinic or ward settings. Developed and
tested by Pituch and his former Indiana University colleagues Steven Bodgwick and
Mitchell Harris, the technique has been
taught to IU and U-M faculty and at national
and regional workshops.
Theodora S. Ross, M.D., Ph.D., assistant professor in hematology/oncology in the Department of Internal Medicine, will receive a
Damon Runyon Scholar Award from the
Cancer Research Fund of the Damon
Runyon/Walter Winchill Foundation. The
$100,000 award, one of only six given this
year, will support Ross’s research in the biological roles of the HIP1/PDGRBetaR gene
in tumor formation.
Terry M. Silver,
M.D. (Residency
1974), professor of
radiology, received
the American Board
of Radiology Distinguished Service
Award in recognition of his many
years of devoted,
unselfish service
and dedication to the Board of Radiology. It
was presented with deep appreciation for all
the time, expertise and energy he donated
toward the American Board of Radiology certification process. m

Assessing the
Worldwide
Impact of
Telemedicine
International Symposium to
be Held at U-M

T

o evaluate the impact of the field
of telemedicine/telehealth on health
services in differing national and economic settings, the University of Michigan
Health System will co-sponsor, with the
World Health Organization, a “State-ofthe-Art Symposium on Telemedicine/
Telehealth: An International Perspective,”
to be held August 23-25, 2001, in Ann
Arbor.
The Symposium will bring together
national and international scholars and
leaders in telemedicine/telehealth
science, technology, clinical practice,
organization and management, related
health policy and regulation. Presentations, panels and directed workshops
will identify issues and propose strategies fundamental to the progress and
future of telemedicine/telehealth.
For more information or to register for
the Symposium, contact Lisa Williams
at (734) 615-8278, or visit the following
Web site: www.med.umich.edu/
telemedicine/Symposium.

What’s New?
Honors? Awards? Promotions? A new
book you’d like to announce?
Share your news with those with whom
you trained — and with the wider Michigan community. Medicine at Michigan
wants to hear from you!
Send news (and recent photos or other
art) to Rick Krupinski, 301 E. Liberty,
Suite 300, Ann Arbor, MI 48104-2251
(fax: 734-998-7268; e-mail: rkrup@
umich.edu). Include your U-M affiliation,
current practice or title, postal and e-mail
addresses, and telephone number along
with your professional and personal news.
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Michigan’s Continuing Medical Education Calendar
S u m m e r / F a l l

Attention
Galens
Alumni/ae!!
Help us improve our system for communicating with you! Let us add your
name to our database so that we can
keep you better informed about current
activities, including the Smoker. Galens
has a rich history that should be preserved.
Please send your address, e-mail, and
any other information you’d like us to
have to:

2001

J U N E

2 0 0 1

1-2

Recent Advances in Cornea, External Disease, and Refractive
Surgery
Kellogg Eye Center, Ann Arbor

6-8

28th Annual Current Topics in Blood Banking
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor

9

Digestive Disease Week Wrap-Up
Novi Hilton, Novi

18-22 36th Annual Northern Michigan Summer Conference
Shanty Creek, Bellaire
29-30 Advanced Trauma Life Support (Student Course)
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor

J U LY

13-15 Rheumatology
Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island

13-15 Psychopharmacology Update: From Bench to Bedside in
Psychiatric Practice
Grand Traverse Resort, Grand Traverse

A U G U S T

Galens Medical Society
Attn: Alumni/ae Database
F-8419 Mott Children’s Hospital
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-0250

2-5

Internal Medicine Update
Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island

Thanks,

23-26 Cardiology Update
Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island

Penny Vongsvivut
Galens President

S E P T E M B E R

17-19 Update in Office Gastroenterology
Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island

9-14

Pediatric Board Review
Crowne Plaza, Ann Arbor

To Our Readers

12

Parkinson’s Disease
Kellogg Center, East Lansing

Because our mailing list is compiled
from a variety of sources, a few readers
have been receiving multiple copies of
Medicine at Michigan.

14

Scientific Evidence in Cardiovascular Practice:
A Tribute to Bertram Pitt, M.D.
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor

We are currently working to eliminate
duplicate mailings, but ask in the meantime that you offer your extra copies of
the magazine to those who may share
your interest in medicine and in new
developments in medical education,
research and clinical care within the
University of Michigan Health System.

14-15 Advanced Trauma Life Support (Student Course)
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor
21-22 Critical Clinical Issues in the Care of the Elderly
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor
29

Field of Dreams Cancer Symposium
Towsley Center, Ann Arbor

Course dates may change. For verification or more information about course locations
and content, call or write: Office of Continuing Medical Education, Department of
Medical Education, University of Michigan Medical School, Box 1157, Ann Arbor, MI
48106-1157.
Phone: (734) 763-1400 or (800) 800-0666
Fax: (734) 936-1641

Web site: http://www.med.umich.edu/meded
E-mail:
Registrar Joyce Robertson
robanjoy@umich.edu
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Message from the
Executive Vice President for Medical Affairs
This issue of Medicine at Michigan illustrates the broad
sweep of our responsibilities in medical student and
resident education, in patient-centered care, and in
leading-edge research and technology development.
These components of our mission have real synergy,
as was emphasized in our Strategic Plan for the Health
System, completed in April 2000. And all of these missions are emphasized in our fund-raising plans for the
next few years.
Galens Smoker quips notwithstanding, admissions,
teaching, mentoring, and multifaceted interactions
with our medical students are truly a core function —
perhaps the core function — of the Medical School.
We have a wonderful series of cohorts of students,
diverse in their interests, and able to take great advantage of this splendid school.
Many students participate in various kinds of research
projects. There can be no doubt that the University’s
huge investment in Life Sciences will strengthen medical student experiences in the laboratory, in clinical settings, and in their appreciation of societal values, ethics
and public policy that will be important as they shape
their career goals and practice. The same investment
will greatly strengthen M.D./Ph.D., post-doc, and faculty
and staff opportunities. The rationale for a large investment from Health System/Hospital reserves is our
confidence that these investments in Life Sciences research
will include clinical translation and will enhance our
capabilities and our competitive advantage in care of
patients.
Ceremonies on April 11 marked the official kick-off
for the Life Sciences Institute, a complex of buildings
on Palmer Drive in full view from the Medical Campus,
with outstanding co-directors Jack Dixon, currently
chair of Biological Chemistry, and Scott Emr, professor of cellular and molecular medicine at the University of California-San Diego, who will be here full-time
in mid-2002. The Life Sciences Institute is part of a
larger U-M Life Sciences Initiative, which will include
a spectacular biological sciences research building on the
block bounded by Huron, Glen, Ann, and Zina Pitcher,
and a biomedical engineering building on North Campus just across from the Ann Arbor Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Then there is a third orbit, called the state
of Michigan Life Sciences Corridor, stretching from
Detroit to Grand Rapids, involving universities and
established and new companies in the broad area of
the life sciences. Funding for projects and for core technology facilities has been launched with grants of nearly
$100 million, representing the first two $50 million
annual appropriations from the Tobacco Settlement
Fund, which is expected to continue for 20 years. The
state’s aims are to strengthen the underlying research
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and development and to diversify the Michigan economy
through life sciences. The core technology platforms
in genomics, proteomics, structural biology, animal
models, and bioinformatics are highly interrelated.
Cooperation across the Health System and the rest of
the University is a hallmark of the U-M and a growing
commitment as we aim to be major players in the new
world of research facilitated by the sequencing of the
human genome and the genomes of many other organisms. The “post-genomic era” will require linkages
between information about genetic variation and
information about nutrition and metabolism, chemicalphysical-microbial environmental exposures, pharmaceutical and nutraceutical use, smoking and other
health-related behaviors, medical history, and health
status. In new laws and in our data-handling efforts to
protect the confidentiality of genetic information —
and all other personal medical information — we must
assure the feasibility of such linkages and avoid technical
fixes which render such information uninterpretable
for medical and public health purposes.
Finally, I want to applaud the multifaceted U-M Center
of Excellence in Women’s Health. Led by Tim Johnson,
chair of Ob/Gyn, and Juliet Rogers, the Center has
already attracted national attention and has engaged
women and healthcare professionals across the University and in many southeast Michigan communities
to advance clinical services and self-care, elicit interest
in participating in clinical trials, and influence the portfolio of medical and social research of special importance to women.
The year 2001 is flying by. The class of 2001 has graduated and is already focused on residencies. The class of
2005 is preparing to matriculate. The School has expanded
its NIH-funded research and become more active in
technology transfer. Planning for major capital projects
is advancing rapidly. And the Hospitals and Health
Centers, the Faculty Group Practice, and M-Care are
all flourishing, despite the continuing financial pressures from all payers for clinical care. We are proud of
the efforts of the entire Health System, and confident
about our future.

Gilbert S. Omenn, M.D., Ph.D.
U-M Executive Vice President
for Medical Affairs and CEO,
U-M Health System

